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Vocabulary in ESP:
a lexical analysis of the English of electronics

and a study of semi technical vocabulary*

by

Paul Farrell

0 Introduction
.This paper alms to show how an emphasis on vocabulary can con-

tribute to courses In En Oish fry Specffic Purpose% using the data from
two lexical studio& The first study attempts to discover to Mutt extent
there may be a general language of science, or seml-technical vocabu-
lary. This type al vocabulary would seem to offer a useful organising
principle fora lexical syllabus in common core ESP courses, and a role
for the ESP teacher who finds difficulty fri dealing with technical
material. The sway is alncemed l4 laborate a definition of the term
semi-technical vocabulary using a combination of subjective and
objective criteria, end by applylm these crfteria to the word llst from
the LOB Corpus study of a number of scientific disciplines (Hofiand
Johansson 19&?), draw up a list of the most promiwnt semi-technical
items. In section 4 there Is some Investigation of how this IPA might be
exploited In syllabus and materials design for common core ESP
MIMS.

The second study Is an examination tg the lexical characteristics of
one special language, electronics English. In simple terms, this Is a
lexical needs analysis; an attempt to give a group of special Interest
learners the words that they need. The study is a count of the frequency
of occurrence of Items (and other lexical data; see below) in 20,000

* This paper Is a revised and somewhat abbreviated version of a
dissertatkm submitted In September 1989 in fulfilment of the re-
quirements of the M.Phil. In Applied Linguistics, Trinity College,
Dublin.



words of electronics English in ten 2,000-word sanvies. The entire
corpus is examined, but the study also focuses specifically on the
semi-technical vocabulary of electronics, comparing It with the list
developed from the first study.

The analysis of the English of electronics follows in the tradition of
register analysis in ESP, which aims to identify grammatical and lexicid
features of special languages and use this InforMation hi develophIg
materials (Hutchinson & Waters 1987, pp.91.). Hutchkrson & Waters
refer to register analysis in ESP as a "stage" which occurred kt the
1960s and 1970s, and express little Interest ht it: "... register analysis
revealed that there was very We that was distinctive in the sentence
grammar of Scientific Englbh ..." (Ibid., p.10). Here they seem to be
ovedorkhtg the lexical aspects ol register, which may be far more
re,evant, as suggested by Sager, Dungworth & McDonald: "The non-
specidist readtw recognises the wammatical farms and stmcture of an
SE (Special English) text as those normally used in written English.
Many of the lexical Isms which he encounters there, however, are
likely to be either completely new to him mat least used with a meanktg
different from that with which he has previously been familiar" (1980,
p.230). Similarly, Johanson quotes Halliday: "the crucial criteria of
any given register are to be found in its grammar and !Mirada Probably
lexical features are the most obvious Purely wammatical distinc-
tions between the different registers are less striking ..." (Johanson
1975, p.1).

The weaknesses of frequency studies and word lists must be freely
acknowledged at the outset. The results of such studies, for example,
usually show a large =Fiber of words which are relay* rare, a point
made by Richards: "Statistical studies of word distribution Jhow that

a high percentage of words occur once only" (1974, p.72). In the
present study 508 lemmas (see section 3 below for a discussion of lem-
matization crtteria) were found to occur more than 5 times and
3ccounted for 18,000 words (Le. tokens), or 90% of the corpus, but a
;wester number of lemmas, 750, occurred less than 5 times (many of
these lemmas representing only one occurrence of a graphic word),
and accounted for the remainkrg 10% (see section 3 below for defini-
tions of the terms lemma, token and graphic word). As Carroll, Davies
& Richman put t "This admixture of large numbers of common words
with large numbers of nue words presents a kind of paradox that is the
plague of the English teacher" (1971, p.xxviii). In addition, a list of
graphic words, or strings of characters, gives limited ktformation:
"... ff fiy is a frequent word, which particular meanings ci the form Mr are
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frequent and in what proportions?" (Carter 1987, p.183). This is a
cfisadvantage of the LOB Corpus data, which is a list of graphic words.
In the study of electronics English however, a wealth of syntactic and
semantic detail was recorded. Space limitations dktated the exclusion
of this detail from this paper, but It may be examined ki Fara 1989,
pp. 432-202.

Another difficulty is that the data generated from such studies rep-
reserts a very considerable abstraction from the original text samples.
As Rossner puts it, "... language (isj ine3dricably boundup with context
of situation, mid therefore qiicksliver, highly dynamic and umtedict-
able ... that the lexicogrevhers can offer the user is a selection of
definidons frozen in time and kicapable of admitting the vast range of
uses and meanings that are likely to attach themselves to lexical Items
in the vast range of discourse types, situations and contexts in which
they will occur" (Rower 1985, pp.951.). One might validlyquery the
relevance of such text dissection and ask: "Why not gtve the learners
the text itself and help them to understand It?" The answer to this
question ka that this approach it, not intended to replace using authen-
tic general or subject-specific texts to develop reading skiffs, but rather
to supplement this by giving learners lexically-specific exercises and
materials, based on empirical analysis of the special English they need
to study. The data from lexical studies will enable us to give promi-
nence in materials to lexical items which learners are Maly to encoun-
ter frequently, and also to some of their common syntactic, semantic
and collocational patterns. Carter notes that lexical studies ofthis type
"offer invaluable data for vocal:xi/my materials development" (1987,
p.182).

Finally, there is the question of the extent to which the results ofa
survey of 20,000 words of text may be truly representative of the lexical
characteristics of electronics English ifl general. The sample isargu-
ably small, but ideal data would only be obtained froman ideal corpus:
al texts ever published in electronics English. Any survey win refect
idiosyncrasies of the particular text sarrples chosen. There Is some
evidence that a smaller sample may be required In surveys of special
languages than in the case of general language: "Statisticaldata can
confirm that special languages have a Wier rate of repetition of lexical
items than general language" (Sager et 1980, p.238). Sager et al. go
on to quote Nekseev, who in a survey of 35.000 words of electronics
English "established a covemge of 98% for the 5,000 most frequent
words, whereas 10,000 words are required to reach a coverage of 95%
in general language" (ibki.). This fact is a strong argument for a

3
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toxic/My-specific approach in ESP.

1 The role of the ESP teacher
Since the early 1960s there has been a rapid growth keemationany

in the demand for English language courses to cater for the special
needs of students of scientific, technological andacaderric sublect%
and a consequent demand for a new breed of teacher. the Wetter d
English for Specific Reposes. In his ktroduction to Episodes in ESP,
Swales Ituseates this growth by noting the increase in the menber of
items held ki his ESP Reference Collection, hem 30 kf 1972 to 1300 in
1994 (Swabs 1985, p.x). In spite of the obvious interest Swain and a
few other wrfters have taken in ESP, kr general teacher trainers, awned
lincerists and others to whom the ESP teacher might look for guklance

have not kept pace %WI the mushmoming ESP industry, as la evi-

denced by the paucity of books available on the subject. Hutchinson
& Waters note that "the weat majority of ESP teachers have not been
trained as such" (Hutchinson & Waters 1987, p.157). It is not surptis-
ing, therefore, to find that English language tachem recruited to work

on ESP programmes are sometimes vague about their role. Those
who have recruited them, In many cases managers of commercial
enterprises, may not be helpful in clarifying their role, having sinwly
identified a language problem and assuming that the English teacher
WU know how to go about remedying I. Subject teachers working
alongside the English teacher may be somewhat mystified about the
function of the ESP teacher. Several typical responses to this confu-
sion, whether elaborated as a policy ta senior level or simply adopted
as a strategy by kidividutO teacher% may be identified:

(a) Teachers make no particular attempt to adapt their teaching of
EnOish to the specific requiremeMs of the situation, but leachgeneral
English from general English Ituabooks. This is rarely adopted as a
deliberate policy. but reflects the reality of many programmes where

attempts on the pall of English teachers to adapt their teaching have
foundered. Among the reasons for such trim are the negative
attitudes which English teachers, usually Arts graduates, sometimes
have towards technical material (Hutchinson & Waters 1997, pp.162f.),
and the genuine difficulties they may experience if using technical
texts, particularly as a parallel technic& course progresse% in an
English for electronics course, for exansle, it may be quite feasible
initially for English teachers to use texts dealing with cameral principles
of electricity with which they may be famihr from their own secondary

4
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education, but as the material becomes more advancec they may fkid
themselves no longer able to cope with the material, and may Mayas.
ktgly reef learners' questions to the subject teachers. This may lead to
a lowering of status in the eyes of the learners (lbid., p.184).

Andher reason teachers of English sometimes abandon attenvis
to tailor thek teaching to the demands of the science course may be
failure to establish good working relationships wfth subject teachers
(Hutchinson & Waters 1987, p.164). This relationsh0 is often marred
by negative attitudes on both sides. English teachers' le-Jc of Mks&
asm for technical material, combined with feelings of inferiority arising
out of their usual lower status position (The.), may lead to a reluctance
to become involved in woddng out a co-operative approach with the
subject teacher. Subject teachers may feel puzzled about the rde of
dm English teacher, and concerned that in dealing with technkal
material the English teacher, unqualified In the technical subject, does
not upset the technical programme through errors, pre-emptive teach-
ing, etc.

An examination of he data generated from the electronics English
corpus in this study shows that lexical or syntactic features typically
emphasised in general English courses may not be partictiarly usefti
to learners dealing with special English material. For example, some
syntactic features popular in general textbooks showed a very low
frequency of occurrence in the corpus; the present continuous oc-
curred 12 times, the past simple 6 times and hypothetical conditions
only 4 times. For ESP learners it hardly seems worthwhile spending
n tuch classroom time on these points. In addition, the lexical empha-
sis, if any, In these general textbooks often seems to be on the names
of everyday objects almost never encountered in technical material, as
an examination of the data will show. For example, there is a one-page
word list entitled "Vocabulary" given at the back of Building Strategies
(Abbs & Freebalm 1984), a popular general course book for pre-
intermediate learners, which Is entirely a list of everyday nouns, e.g.:
bookshop, museum, cupboard, lettuce, jeans, socks, etc. Tits selec-
tion of these items seems to be based more on their familiarity
(Richards 1974, p.77) or availability (Ibid., p.75, see also section 2)
than their frequency of use in English generally. In addition, the
electronics English data shows that even common general words may
be used in special ways in technical material. For example, the word
since is found 22 times in the material as a discourse marker meaning
because, and not at ali to relat AI point of time in the past to the present,
the way In which it is typically presented on general courses.
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(b) A modification of the above approach is seenWore the EnOsh
teacher restricts himself to teaching general Wish and uskrg pen-
eral material, but gives priority tosyntactic forms tvtdcgi are a ye likely

to occur in scientific writing: the passive, nominal compounds (Le.
noun/noun constructions: a car door, a boat engine, etc.), relative
clauses. However, the chief distbguishbv features of special lan-
guages seem to be lexical rather ton syntactic (see Introduction
above).

(c) Teachers use "common core" English for Science course-
books, such as Fkst Course in Technical English (Beardwood et al.
1978) or Elementary Technic& English (Webber & Swill 1983). This
type of coursebook attempts to meet the needs of ESP learners in
general by devoting each unit of the book to a differert scientific area,
focusbig on syntactic structures such as the passive, nominal com-
pounds, etc., whkth have been found to have a high frequency of
occurrence in sckantific and technical wrking. The problem with text-
books of this type is agabi lexical; a text on industrial chemistry, for
example, such as occurs in one unit of First Comae in Technical
English, Book 2 (Beardwood et al. 1979), will cortain technical vo-
cabulary items specific to chemistry. This creates an unnecessary
exba learnhg burden for learners who are following a course in a
technical area other than chemistry (this point Is disclosed further In
section 4).

(d) Teachers may combine the above approaches with using
authentic subject-specific material taken from the subject textbook, or
handouts used by the subject teacher, in reading comprehension
classes. The chief difficulty here is the technical vocabdary contained
in such texts, which may make the material inaccessible to the English
teacher (sce above). Hutchinson & Waters note that the English
teacher Is at a serious disadvantage in "trying to explain specific
vocabulary without the visual aids and expertise that the technical
college can produce" (1961, pp.561.).

(a) Occasionally, an ESP teacher may develop a genuine interest
and expertise in the subject. This may be the happiest of ail solutions,
the only danger being that in his/her new-found enthusiasm for the
subject the teacher may neglect the teaching of language-specific
skills, and become in fact a subject teacher.

(t) Finally, somelmes an ESP teacher may have a technical back-
ground, and be therefore both motivated and qualified to teach the
subject along with teaching English. This type of Individual is a rarity,

however, and likely to remain so, for the simple reason that subject
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teachers are almost always paid more than their English teaching col-
league&

The kernel of the question is to what extent and ki what specific
ways the ESP teacher should adapt his/her teaching to suit the re-
quirements of the subject coarse. Should it be part of the ESP
teacher's job to learn as much as possible about the subject, and ft so,
how should this knowledge be put to use? Hatchfrison & Waters
suggest that the ESP teacher should take an active interest in the
subject, but that this should not mean that he/she becomes a teacher
of the subject matter, but rather an Interested rtudent of the subject
matter. They feel that k is perhaps more knportant that the ESP teacher
maintains a positive attitude to the subject, as a negative attitude on
his/her part may afloat learners' moth/80m to learn the subject
(Hutchinson & Waters 1987, p.183). They then go on toask a pertinent
question: what about the notmusual situation where the ESP teacher
Is faced with a dass of learners with differere subOct specialism?
(ibid., p.185). Cleatly, in this case a sakject-specilicapproach is not
feasible. Kennedy & Bolitho mention the same dffficulty and suggest a
common core approach In this situation: "Texts of a semi-technical
nature may be chosen, perhaps drawing on topics (such as pollution,
population, conservation, etc.) ... which would provide practice Ina set
of skills, structures, functions and semi-technical vocabulary which the
students w01 meet In thek specialist studies" (1984, p.50).

In summary, then, it seems dear that there is a need to elaborate a
common core approach to ESP courses to help clarify the role of the
ESP teacher, in particular to help the ESP teacherwho may be unable
or unwilling to become involved with the subject, and also to suggest
a way forward for the teacher who is faced with a class of learners from
various subject spedalisms. We have also seen that a common core
approach based on the syntactic teatimes of subject speciafisms Is In
fact often used by ESP teachers and is the organizing principlebehind
many existing ESP textbook& Lesp =mon, and potentially more
valusble for learners, are approaches based on the lexical "common
core" of specied languages.

2 Seml-technical vocabulary

A number of writers in ESP have mentioned the notion of semi-
technical vocabulary (sometimes called "sub-technical vocabulary"),
often listing half a dozen kruitive examples of such words (e.g.
Kennedy & Balkh° list the Items reflection, intense, accumulate,
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tendency, Isolate esid dense; 1984, p.58), but few have attempted to
elabonde a comprehensive list d such itemsWed on empirical analy-
sis, or made a serious attempt to deans pmdsely what is meant by the
tem "semi-technical vocabulary". These ereobjectives of the present

study.
Ct. Barber may have been one of the first to investigate the notion

of a general vocabulary of science, defining It as "high frequency
words not contained in West's Gertemi Service List oiEnglish Words
(GSL) (1953)" (Sager et al. 1960, p.2412) in a frequency study of 23,400

words from three texts (electronic enginnedng, biochemistry and in-
strumental optics). His genend sdentilic vocabulary included:

nouns:

qualifiers:

equation, method, phenomenon, princirie,
process, swiss
accurate, conwiete(y), consider:11)10(y),
constant delMite, positive, singlar, maiden:0y)

verbs: after, appmach, assume, consist, indicate,
obtain, occw, rewire, vaty

(SW, Dmilworth & McDonald 1980, p242)

Swaim notes that Barber, "Lice practically everybody else involved in

English for Science and Technology, ... holds the view that teaching
spec:baked technical terms ids nether within the responstaity nor
the competence of the English teacher" (1985, p.17). Swides goes on
to quote Barter himself: "What the English teacher can usually hope

to do is to teach a vocabulary which IS genet* useful to studerts of
science and technology - words that occur frequently in scientific and

technical literature of different types" (tid., p.18).
Kennedy & Bolitho suggest that the technical vocabulary ofsubject

specialisms arises in context in the specialist dasses and Is not the

language teacher's responsibility, while "sub-technicar vocabulary,
or "won% which are not specific to a subject speciality but which occur
regularty in scientific and technical texts" and with which learners
frequently find difficulty, should be given high priority in the banguage
progparnme (1984, pp.571.). Higgins also points out that "It is not the
job of the English teacher to teach technical vocabulary, it consumes
too much time, and he will probably not dolt well" (1967, p.32). Instead
he suggests that the English teacher concentrate on "frame" words, a
list ot which he drew up in association with subject teachers, and
defined as "words which were causing difficulty, words which, al-
though not technical terms, are frequently used in technical writings".
He notes that the scientist cannot teach these words properly (Ibid.,



p.32). This is the list he presents, which does not seem to have been
based on a frequency count (he does not mention which areas of
science these Items were taken from):

contain
Include, including
consist of
record (n. & v.)
consume
materials

quafitY
average
similar
accurate
exact

increase (n. & v.)
decrease (n. & v.)
obtain
determine
react
chemicals
figures
exceptional
identical
inaccurate
approximate

separate
combine
boil/heat

assemble
proportion
theory
theoretical
pure
impure

Comparing Higgins' list with Barber's above, we find only two items
which occur on both lists: obtvin and accurate.

Robinson suggests an important role for soul-technical vocabu-
lary: "Coursebooks ... perhaps do not need to concentrate on the very
specialized vocabulary items as students will get these from other
sources. Rather it Is the sub-technical level which is often difficult". She
notes that Phillips ed at found in a study of four agriculture textbooks
that only about 15% of verbs were specifically associated with agricul-
ture, whereas 60-70% were semi-technical, I.e. generally applimble to
science (Phillips et al. In Robinson 1900, p.71).

Wallace makes the point that an ESP learner who is already knowl-
edgeable in his subject does rmt hire to grapple with techmcal
concepts, but rather "learn ... the label to attach to a concept :hat he
Is already familar with". He continues: "The serious problem ... Is
probably not technical language as such, but the language framework
In which die technical exwessions are placed ... sub-technicai words
and expressions typical of academic discourse (that is, words such as
ratio, appratdmate, hence. etc.) which tha subject specialist may
assume that the student should already know" (Wallace 1982, pp.
17f.).

Inman, In a study of over 100,000 words of scientific and technical
prose, distinguished between technical and sub-technical forms, a dis-
tinction which was "essentially Intuitively determined and was based
on the definition of subtechnical vocabulary as context-Independent
words which occur with NO frequen4 across disciplines". She found
that 9% of occurrences were function words, 21% technical vocabu-
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Ia sv.d 70% sub-technical meshing. She ax 'eludes that k le "sub-
technics' vocabulary which should be focused on ki teaching scientific
and tedwical English. Technical vocabulary ... Is best left to pnisenta-
Ow through :he discOline Itself" (Munn 1978, pp.2460.).

In Jiscussions of semi-technical vocabtfty k Is often suggested
that items of this type present particular difficulty for learners (e.g.
Robinson, Higgins, Kennedy & &Rho above). Richards presents
some Mewling psychollitguistic sokience to aippod tits view, cite-
Micheal (1953j mho noted three facts concerning vocabulary:

(I) After being read a text, students find it easier to recall the concrete
vocabulary ki it then the structural words.

(V) In (*wain aphasic conditions, words disappear in a definite order:
first proper names, then the names of things, then abstract nouns,
then verbs, and lastly warnmafteal words.

(M) When asked to list the vocabulary associated with a certain topic,
concrete nouns come to mind more easily.

Richards notes Michas's conclusion that these three factors Mustrate
the amiability of concrete vocabulary (Richards 1974, pp.75f.). Since
semi-technlcd Items seem to be context-less and non-concrete (see
below, and Appendices A & D). and thenfore less amid*, in Michea's
terms, we might conclude dud they may indeed present greater diffi-
culty for learners than technical vocabulary, which often refers to
concrete items of equipment, etc., suggesting an Important role for
semi4echnical vocabulary in ESP courses. Carter also notes that
"Concrete words are generaNylearned first and are generally easier to
retain and recall. Abstract words may be more difficult" (1987, p.152).

As we have seen, a number of ESP writers have expressed interest
in the idea of seml-technical vocabulary. However, some of tha defini-
tions suggested by these wrkers are less than rigorous, and in many
cases orty a handful of examples are given, based on intuition, before
the wrkers go on to discuss something else. How are we to decide, tor
mom*, just what kerns are "typical of academic discourse" (Wallace
1982, p.18), once we have o3me to the end of Wallace's list of three
words? Barber made an early attempt to elaborate a list of semi-
technical items based on empirical research, but the study covered
only three different scientific disciplines with a corpus of about 6,000
words in the case of each, a my smaii sample from which to make
generalizations about all sciences. Inman carried out a study of
114,480 words taken from ten disciplines (btiogy, mathematics,
physics, chemistry and chemical engineerIng, geology, mining engi-

1 3
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neering, electrical engineering, civil engineering, mechanical mgt.
neerhig, metallurgical engineering), a considerable knprovement on
Barber (Inman 1978, p.243). Unfortunately, the complete results of her
research do not seem to be available in published form. In her ankle
In Todd Trimble 1978 she lists only the ten most frequently occuning
sub-technical words: high, system, result, process, Million, form,
temperature, large, solution, structwe (Inman 1978, p.24 r).

Johans .on has carried out an empirical study of the vocabulary of
learned and sdentific English, using the data generated horn the
Brown University Corpus study (Kucem & Francis 1967). The Brown
Corpus consisted of over a million words, of which 160,000 fell into the
category of learned and scientific writing Johanson elaborated a list
of items "characteristic of SE" (Special English) based on a "differen-
tial ratio" which related the frequency of occurrence of items In Special
English to their frequency In the general corpus (Johansson 1975, p.6),
The differential ratio could be used to define semi-technical terms,
though there are some difficulties with this. (See below for a funher dis-
assion of Johansson's woric).

Yang has recently made an important contribution to the discus-
sion of seml-technical vocabulary, in an analysis of the lexical charac-
teristics of a relatively large corpus of 300,000 wads of scientific text.
Yang noted that items with a high distribution (La number of text
samples in which the item is found) but relatively low frequency
seemed to represent notions general toe!! Of MOSI of the subject areas,
and called these "sub-technical" words. (Yang 1986, p.98). (This
approach is also discussed In more detail below).

ft seems that the concept of semi-technical vocabulary has per-
haps not received quite as much attention as it deserves. This study,
then, Is in part an attempt to NI this gap; specifically, to formulate a
more precise definition of semi-technical vocabulary, to propose an
extensive list of such items ass reference tool, and to explore what role
seml-technical vocabulary might have in meter:els design for ESP
courses.

The definition of semi-technical vocabulary which I propose, and
which I justify In detail below, is as follows: Formal, context-independ-
ent words with a high frequency and/or wide tangs of occurrence
across scieniffic disciplines, not usually found In basic general English
courses; words with high frequency mow scientific disciplines

A review of the various definitions of semi-technical vocabulary
given above shows that most Identify frequency of occurrence across
Memel scientific areas as a basic criterion. As we have seen, Johansson
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used frequency of occurrence in dffferent dischAnes fri elaborating a
list of hems characteristic of Special English. He took the 1,000 most
frequent words on the list from Category J in the Brown Corpus, which
was a subdkcision of the main corpus consisting of 160,000 words In
the area of teamed and scientific writing. He Ow compared this list
with the 1,000 most frequent items on the iist gtmerated from the entire
corpus. Over 300 items from the Category J list dki not occur a". all
among the 1,000 most frequent items generally, presumably marking
them as characteristic of Special English, thouip Johansson does not
comment on the significance Oi this. These wads Include such items
as defined, confab', corresponding, Independent, which intuitively
seem characteristic of science generally, but tdso some subject-
specific Items: hypothrdamic, communism, philosophy, pulmonary
(Johansson 19M, pp.43-8).

Johansson then proposes a differential ratio to establish latch
items are characteristic of Special English. This is determined try
dWiding the number of occurrences of an item in the Category J
material by the number of occurrences of the item in the corpus as a
whole, and multiplying by a hundred, giving a percentage figure. For
example. the Item so*e was fotad 48 times In the Category J
material, and 57 times altogether, yielding a differerlial ratio of 84.
Johansson contkiues: "As the material In Category J (80 samples,
162,117 work') accounts for approximately 16 per cent of the whole
corpus, a differential ratio of around 16 for an item means that It has
approidmately the same frequency in the SE materlai as in the whole
corpus. A considetably higher or lower figure Indicates that a word is
characteristic or non-characteristic of SE, respectively" (lbW., p.6).
The 1,000 most frequent items on the Category .1 list are then pre-
sented, arranged in groups according to differential ratios: words of
ratio 0-11, 12-22, 23-33, and so on. Words with a low differential ratio
are part of the general lexicon, e.g. he, I, what, who, have a ratio of 0-
11. Johansson notes that the group of words of ratio 23-33 and subse-
quent groups "represent, at an Wcreasing rate, words typical of SE"
(1975 p.16). The majority of the words on the lists of ratio 23-33, 3444,
45-55 and 56-66 (ibid., pp.15-20) seem to be part of the general vo-
atbulary of science on intuitive criteria: items such as information,
process, analysis, surface, description, section, etc. As the differential
ratio Increases, however, the word lists become shorter, and most of
the items are now subject-specific. Here is Johansson's final list, items
with a differential ratio of 89-100:
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bronchial detergent polYnemial
hypothalamic dictionary questionnaire
optknal emission sarrplkig
pulmmuy fiber shoe,
thyroid foam staining
anode foams substrate
binomial gYro substances
carbon index tangent
chlorine onset urethane
coating oxidation variables

(Johansson 1975, p.21)
So it seems, as Johansson acknowledges, that "terms peculiar to

specific sciences appear with a very hic#1 differential ratio" (1975,
p.21). We could, then, use Johansson's dffferendal rtdio as an objec-
tive means of identifying seml-technical vocabulary, where the ratio of
an item fah hi the middle range, befteen 23 and 88. However, If we
inspect these lists in Johansson (ibid., pp.15-20), we can see that even
here quite a high proportion of items are subject-specific, e.g. social,
education, funds, market, government, school, teacher, poetry, Jus-
tice, religion. This may be due to the lack of any information in
Johansson's study comerning the range of items, or the number of
different text samples in which they occur (see below). Johansson
admits that this is a difficidty (ibid., p.3). However, we should note that
he was not primarily concerned with klerdifying the general vocabulary
of science, nor were his aims pedagogical.

Frequency of occurrence across scientific disciplines must remain
a basic test of which Items are characderistic of science generally.
Johansson only concerned himself with the 1000 most frequent items
on the Category J Brown Corpus list in his discussion of the differential
ratio. The data from the LOB Corpus study (Hoffand & Johansson
1992) also includes a list of the most frequent items in a r nber of
afferent sciences, with the advantage that a measure of range is given
for every graphic word listed. It was therefore decided to use this data
rather than Johansson's hi compiling a list of semi-technical vocabu-
'sty, as range was felt to be of particular importance In elaborating a
definition of the tem

The LOB study came later than the Brown Corpus, which was an
American English corpus, and was intended as the British English
equivalent it was organised along similar lines, with the alm of making
the data from the two studies comparable (Hoffand & Johartsson 1982,
p.1). Thus ft also has a Category J, learned and scientific writing, which
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also contains 80 text samples of 2,000 words each, cOvtv a corpus of
160,000 words. Text samples were taken from the following subject
areas: natural sdences, medicine, mathematics, psychology, sodol-
ogy, democpaphy, linguistics, education, politics, economics, law,
dOlosophy. history, literary criticism, art, music, techndogy and
engineering. The fragrancy list for category J In the LOB Corpus
should certainly give us words with high frequency across scientific
disciplines. However, as with Johansson's data, some frequent items
are obviously context-specific: school, for example, has a frequency
d 123.

2.1 Words wfth a wide range
Widdowson notes that ki West's General &nits List of English

Words (1963) "it was found that certain lexical items of high aggregate
frequency also occurred acrossa wide range of texts" (1983, p.92). He
uses the term 'procedural vocabulary' for this ty -e of item, and goes
on to Bustrate its role in defining specialised terminology: "... words of
wide ... range are especially useful for ... defining terms which relate to
particular frames of reference ... such words function as a procedural
vocabtiary for establishing the terms which characterise different
schemata" (1983 p.93). Wlddowson gives the fohowing entries from
theOxford Advanced Learner's Dictionary of Current English to Mus-
trate his point:

pinnate: (bot.) (of a leaf) formed of small leaves on opposite sides
of a stern

pipette: slender tube for transferring small quantities of liqukl, esp.
In chemistry

Wkidowson notes that the terms pinnate and pipette, specific to
botany and chemistry, are defined by the use of common core or
procedural words (1983, p.93); semi-technical vocabulary, in our
terms. Richards also notes the knportance In pedagogicEd word lists of
items which have "defkrition value", La "words which help define
other words" (1974, p.74).

The word school, In spite of itc high frequency in the LOB Corpus,
is intuitively not a word likely to be encountered in ail scientific
disclpiktes. But its low range, 13 out of 80 text samples, is an objective
indicator of its restriction to a lirnited number of subject areas. Blood,
with a frequency of 83, is another example. Again, it has a low range of
5. Generally speaking, high frequency items which are dearly not part
of the common cm e vocabulary of science but are characteristic of
particular disciplines seem to reflect this in their low range: caygen
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(63/6), coal (46/5), sodium (60/5), trade (63/11). Frequency alone,

therefore, is an insufficient indicator of words promhent in science
generally. To be significant in this sense an item should also have a

fth range.
The maximum range in the LOB Corpus category J Is 80, therefore

a high range figure means somewhere near the top of a scale from 1

to 80. But of course the range figure is limited by the frequency figure:

deafly, en Item with a frequency of 10 can only have a maximum range
of 10. Some items of the latter type, in spite of their low frequency
overall, seem to have significance in a list of semi-technical vocabu-
lary. The word oft:wise, for example, occurs only 15 times but in 15

text samples; I.e. tt occurs with "mwdmum" range. Where the range is
maximum, or near maximun, this may be an Indicator of Items which

are significant kvi the common core vocabulary of science, even though
their absolute measures of range and frequency are low. If we add to
this oblective measure an intuitive evaluation, otherwise seems Re a
word generalizable to all areas of science, and therefore part of semi-
technical vocabulary. Range figures which are relatively high, then,
may also be significant Other examples might be throughout, with a
low frequency of 24 but a near maximum range of 20, obWous(23/19),
noted (22/19), whereas (24/19), established (23/19), related (26/22)
(see Appendix A for further examples).

Yang (1986, p.98) notes a similar characteristic of "sub-technical"
words, observing that they have high distribution but relatively low
frequency. Although Yang's corpus of 300,000 words is larger than the
LOB corpus, It Is divided Into only 10 text samples, thus giving a less
subtle estimate of distribution. On the other hand. Yang's data gives
individual frequency figures in each text category, thus giving an
insight into "evenness" of distribution. The list of sub-technical items
Yang proposes (ibid., p.95) is shown below. Frequency figuresin each
text category are given (the row of figures across the top refers to the

ten text samples):

1 2 3 4 5 8 T 8 9 10

absolute 3 14 7 34 7 14 5 17

accuracy 5 29 8 6 11 3 17 18

act 5 65 15 11 8 18 33 5

basic 18 6 13 8 18 15 3 53 25

basis 2 7 18 4 19 1 17 7 9

bearing 1 2 1 1 3 5 9 1 1
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 3 9 10

calculate 25 35 51 26 91 34 48 15 47
carry 18 4 11 5 1 19 5 3

conclusion 2 1 8 5 11 6 10 4 5 3

decrease 13 7 10 13 31 15 12 39 32

define 16 6 11 6 16 31 5 24 12

definition 7 25 15 5 61 15 17 13 26 1

effect 63 144 103 43 42 90 28 43 24 1

effective 27 21 13 26 3 8 1 13 1

electrical 6 56 27 82 26 1 22 11 14

f a c e 2 6 4 1 2 2 4 2 9 34
fact 12 31 59 6 22 68 51 50 43 14

factor 50 7 46 46 29 27 4 22 20
feature 24 3 5 8 4 8 2 8 8 1

give 145 71 120 53 42 23 101 21 95 37
increase 19 43 18 11 89 21 21 50 53 1

introduce 2 T 7 2 6 16 3 1 6 3
know 26 9 12 26 10 11 4 12 181

possible 48 42 45 14 22 35 42 52 60 14

problem 21 4 117 20 54 81 9 7 64 2
resul 47 92 135 29 73 49 79 19 120

tot& 17 98 85 30 39 76 27 30 85 2

2.2 Context-independent (non-technical) words
Widdowson defines common core or procedural vocabulary as

words which have a high frequency and wide range (see above), and
notes that "these 'common core' items are not schematically bound"
(1903 p.92). As noted above, in most cases context-specific items
identify themselves by their low range; thus Investment, clearly a term
from economics, occurs 32 times but In only 5 out of 80 text samples.
Hatvever, ki some cases items which by Intuitive criteria seem bound
up Mitt a particular context have a not Insignificant range: war, for
example, has a range of 21. Other Items have a low range absolutely
and relatively and yet kituldvely seem generalisable: particularly, for
example, has a frepiency of 53 and a range of 9.

Yang notes that his sub-technIcal words represent notions general
to all or most of the siOject areas, as most of them seem to do;
however, the word electrical seems out of place in such a list Yang's
corpus seems somewhat biased In the direction of physics, which
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might account for this, together with his concern to elaborate objective
statistical definitions only. But these examples Illustrate the need to
apply subjective as well as objective selection criteria to arrive at a list
meaningful in pedagogical terms, or perhaps even in theoretical terms.
Richards, in an article on frequency lists, has also made this point:
"... subjective and objective measures of vocabulary selection need to
be combined if the validity and utility of such lists are to be imprOVed"
(Carter & McCarthy 1988, p.10). If we are to isolate context-kidepend-
eat words then we must eliminate a few words with a relatively high
range which we Intuitively determine to be characteristic or a particular
subject area, as well as those with a low range, while a few low range
items may be included as semi-technical khans on subjective criteria.
However, objective measures of frequency and range (Including
relative range) supply most of the items on our semi-teci tnical list; the
number of Items to which we must apply subjective Cfliftrili is Mail.

2.3 Words not found in general courses
if we used the definition of ligh-frequency words alone, we would

then include the frequently-occuifing grammatical words which head
the category J ilst: the, and, of, in, etc. Barber eliminated basic or
general words by not including words found in West's General Service
List of English Words (1953) in his list of the geraral vocabulary of
science. Our elimination of general words wM be based on an intuitive
evaluation of what words would be likely to occur in general or basic
English courses to a kymer intermediate level. In addition to the very
frequent grammatical words mentioned above, many other general
words occur among the first 100 items on the LOB list: can, will, would,
should, which, where, what, for example.

A more objective way of defining general words might be to apply
some of Carter's tests for core vocabulary (1987, pp.35-42), as follows:

1. Syntaccic substitution: In 010; test a word is defined as core if it can
substitute for °Viers, but eJt vice-versa, thus eat can substitute for
gobble, dine, devour, etc. (Caner 1987, p.35). An example from the
electronics material would be make, which can substitute for pro-
duce, generate, construct, build.

2. Collocability: Here an item is said to be core if it convects a wide
rux3C If collocations and fixed expressions (Caner 1987, p.36). In
this study grammatical words like in and as seemed to have the
highest number of different collocations (see Farrell 1989, Appen-
dix F).

3. Associationism: This test identifies core words ',Awe they fall in the
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mid range of assessment scales of formanty/informallty, strength/
weakness, and positive/negative meaning, as rated by informards
(Carter 1987, p.40). Certainly many of the words on ow general list
would sewn to be neutral kr bons of formality, and contrast kr those
terms with send-technical equivalents (see below), e.g. easy v.
simple, keep v. maintain.

4. Frequency Carter also notes that frequency a/ occurrence Is a
central criterion of core vocabulary (1987, p.43). Many of our
general words are among the most frequerd In the material.

While two of Carter's tests could be successfully applied to semi-
technical words, I.e. frequency and a test for "neutral field of dis-
course", which seems to identify context-Independent items (1987,
p.41), semi-technical words would fail on many of his other tests.
Incised, a further element of the definition of semi-technical vocabulary
seems to be thatft Is non-core vocabulary, elsewhere Carter refers to
the notion of core vocabulary as a "basic core vocabulary for Initial
language learning purposes" (1987, pp.33f.), a definition which clearly
cannot be applied to semi-technical words.

2.4 Formal words
Most writers kterested hi serni-technical vocabulary seem to list

relatively formal Items, though this does not usually form part of the
defklition: in compiling a list of seml-technIcal vocabulary obtain will be
preferred to get, produce to make, occur to happen, etc., thus filling
Carter's test of "assoclationism" above. Mackay & Mountford note
that the vocabulary of ESP often consists of words whkh are "more
formal equivalents to wotds and phrases of the "common core" of
English, e.g. ... residue, derived from, composed of" (1978a. p.145).
Herbert also drew attention to the formality of semi-technical vocabu-
lary: "... verbs, adjectIves and advetbs that are not specifically scien-
tific, but which belong to the phraseology of science. These are usually
formal, dignified and foreign-sounding words, like extend and propa-
gate and obviate and negligible ..." (Herbert in Swales 1985. p.18).

If we then apply ail the above selection criteria to the LOB Corpus
category J list (Holland & Johansson 1982), eliminating general, con-
text-specific and low frequency/range Items (I.e. an items with a
freqwancy of less than 20), we arrive at the list of Items which may be
found In Appendix A, and which Is proposed as a list of the general
vocabulary of science, or seml-technical vocabulary. The ten most
frequard Items on this list are: per cent, however, form, point, results,
field, area, possible, even, general. Two of these correspond with
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Inman's list of the ten most frequent sub-technical items: form and
results. Of the 26 items on Barber's list of the geneng vocabulary of
science, 16 are found to occur on our list: method, principle, process,
series, ca mists, compiekaly, considerabk, constant, skniar, sacient,
sufficiently, approach, indicate, obtain, occur, require. Of Yang's list
of 27 sub-technical items (see pp.15f. above), 14 occur on the list
derived from the LOB corpus, and are ail significant Items ki terms of
frequency and range: accuracy, act, basis, definition, effect, effective,
fact, factor, Increase, know, possible, problem, result, total. Using
only intuitive &dela, Higgins included in his list of 34 items 12 which
occur on the LOB-cierived list: including, materials, average, similar,
increase, obtain, determine, figures, separate, proportion, theory,
theoretical.

3 A lexical study of the English of electronics
3.1 Vocabulary In ESP
We have mentioned above the long-standing neglect of vocabulary

in language teaching. Candlin feels that this is due, in part, to "the
overwhelming concentration in linguistic theory ... on issues of syntac-
tic structtwe". He goes on to point out, however, that 'The study of vo-
cabulary is at the heart of language teaching and learning, in terms of
the organization of syllabuses, the evaluation of learner performance,
the provision of learning resources, and, most obviously, because it is
how most learners see language and its learning difficulty" (1988,
p.v11). Undcattedly syllabuses in EFL coursebooks have tended to
look to either syntactic categories or language functions for an organ-
izing principle. Renouf, In a survey of nine major EFL courses found
that the vocabulary was regarded "merely as the means of exempgify-
ing otherfeatures rg the language ... It is not ... organised in and for itself
...." She notes that while word lists are often included in coursebooks,
it is not dear what this signifies: "Many words which occur several
times in the body of the book are not acknowledged at ail, whOst official
teaching words sometimes receive very little reinforcement, with some
occurring only twice In the entire volume" (Sinclair & Renouf 1988,
p.142). Kennedy & Bolltho stress the particular importance of vocabu-
lary In ESP courses: "... It is dangerous - perhaps more so in ESP than
in general English - to assume that vocabulary will take care of itself ..."
(1984, p.56). However, Hutchinson & Waters (1987), in an otherwise
excellent book on ESP, devote only a quarter of a page to the subject
of vocabulary.
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Swaies notes that in UV "the lexictd level ... has been neglected
(1983, p22). He goes on to evaluate some relatively recent ESP
coursebooks in terms of their treatment of vocabulary. He is scathing
about the preoccupation some ESP course writers have had with ref-
erence items: "If we examine the Focus Bodes (Alen & Widdowson
1974), we can see that comprehension wog* on kxlividual lexical items
Is largely devoted to ... Items such as it,this, them" (1983, p22). Swaies
wades the extent to which such reference items present a real
language problem for learners, and suggests that this type of material
"was included at the expense of neglecting to ensure that the learners
had a level of vocabulary sufficiently high for then to undertake ...
relatively advanced readha tasks" (1983, p.22). He notes the same
neglect in Reading and Thinking in English (Widdowson 1979) and
Wks for Learning (Morals 1983): "... long expert/1nm indicates that it
is counter-productive to attempt to develop advanced reading skits on
texts that contain even a single-figure percentage of words that are not
known by the readers" (1963, p23).

if we accept the need fora lexically principled approach in syllabus
design, we must then address the issue of how to go about selecting
items for inclusion in a word Ost which MU be useful pedagogically.
Intuitive CiteitEl have been used. for example Richards's "Basic Eng-
lish" list of 850 words (Carter 1987, pp.221.). Caner, as we have seen,
has proposed the notion of corevocabulary. One of Cartes criteria for
defining core vocabulary Is frequency of occurrence (see p.18 above),
a basic criterion often used in drawing up pedagogical word lists.
Sinclair & Renouf suggest that "It seems reasonable ... to propose that,
for any learner of English, the main bcus of study should be on the
commonest word forms in the language ..." (1988, p.148). In addition
they note the impottance of the central patterns of usage of these
words, and the combinations which they typically form (1988, p.148).
Singh* has been invdved kt the COBUILD project at Birmingham
University, a large-scale frequency count of 20 million words of spoken
and written text. The data from this study has been used hl compiling
a dictionary and in forming a iredcal syllabus for a series of EFL course-
books (Mils & WIN 1988). In reviewing the COBUILD project Carter
notes that "knowing the most frequent words and the predominant
patterns into which they enter Is essential for language learners and
their teachers" and "Introspective or intuitive knowledge on the part of
native speakers may not be stillcient" (Carter 1989, p.33).

Sinclair & Renouf note that the results of frequency studies some-
times seem counter-intulttve, for example the finding from the CO-
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BUILD study that the first and second most freqinnt uses of see occur
in the phrases you see (an Indication of interactive concern in spoken
discourse) and lsee (a response meadng "I undeistand"), rather than
seeing through one's eyes (Sinclair & Renoir! 1988. pp. 161f.). This
underlines the weakness of using intuitive selectirmal criteria. Simi-
laity. In the presere study of electumics English now %vas found to
occur 33 times as a discourse marker, meaning in fact "there, 'after
that", and only once in the sense which might be expected to be central
or basic for this word: "today', 'al present'.

Sinclair & Renoul point out that most attempts to create lexical
Inventories for syllabuses have been comerned with general purpose
English programmes, whfie the needs of a vectlic group of learners
are usually easier to identify (1988, p.148). One of the difficulties they
acknowledge is the fact that the most frequent words in the Birming-
ham Corpus are function words and low in information content: "... It
would be difficult to construct a motivating course based entirely on
the 200 words listed above" (Sinclair & Renouf 1988. p.150). By
contrast, a glance at the first 2(X) items in the list from the present study
of Electronics English (see Appendix C) shows a rich variety of items
which could be used in materials.

Discussions of needs analysis In ESP seldom give much attention
to lexis; in Hutchinson & Waters' chaper on the subject the "lexical
features" of idiot situations a, ti mei dkined in passing, and that Is all
(1987, pp.53-64). But lexical research of the COBUILD type has even
greater potential for ESP than general English courses, as it Is much
easier to klenttfy recurrent lexical features of restricted registers; this
type of research may be seen as a kind of lexical needs analysis.
Praninskas notes that "For as lcmg as I have been teaching English,
language students have been badgering me for lists of important
words" (1972, p.7). Accordingly, Praninskas decided to prepare a list
of words of high frequency In the textbooks students were required to
read in the first year of study at the American University of Beirut. This
list was used as data for teachers and materials writers planning
vocabiiary lessons, and h developing a vocabulary course. Pranhskas
concludes that "The vocabtdary course ... has been taught for the past
two years with most gratifying resiits. Students enthusiastically repos
the relevance of the words in their lessons ..." (1972, pp.7-9). In a
simiiar way, it Is hoped that the following study of the English of
electronics can make a contribution to subject-specific ESP course
design.
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3.2 The corpus
The corpus consists of ten 21000-word samples of running text in

the area of electronics (Including basic electricky), totalling 20,000
words in all, each text sample being taken from a Mewl textbook.
The following criteria were wed in the selection of text eampleo:

(a) Relevance: From the author's experience rA participatkig as an
ESP teacher on a training programme for electronics technicians,
textis were selected which seemed typical of the material likely to be
encountered by learners on such progyammea

(b) Style: An informal inspectbn of a number of textbooks used in
secondary schools and universities showed a variation In writing
style, with consequent vartation in the lexicon, from the almost con-
vareational style ofPhysics is Fun (Jardine 1972: ref. In Appmdlx E)
t the formai scientific prose of Essentials of Higher Phytics
(Webster 1983: ref. in Appendbc E). Accordingly, an attempt win
made to include text samples representative of different w&ing

(c) Topic variation: Again, an biformal inspection of available material
showed that a particular sub-field of study within the broad area of
electronics would yield items with a high frequency of occurrence
which might not be met at all in texts dealing with other topics. This
perception %vas confirmed by the data: for example, the item
transistor showed a relatively high freqteency of 56 occurrences,
but was found in only 2 of the text samples. This underlines the
Importance of a measurement of range even within a single register
In deciding what lexical items should be given priority In a subject-
specific programme. To avoid skewing the results in favour of any
particular sutrfield in electronics (e.g. the oscilloscope, radio) an
attempt was made to include text samples from as many different
areas as possible. The text samples which form the corpus are
listed in Appendix E.

3.3 Collection and preientation of the data
any study of lexical frequency, the first issue to be settled is what

exactly we mean by an occurrence of a word. In the American Heritage
frequency study (Carroll et al. 1971) the following definition of a word
was adopted: "A word Is defined as a string of graphic characters
bounded left and right by space" (Ibid. , p.xiii). The authors acknowl-
edge the limitations of such a definition: 'This definition is inrensitive
to differences in meaning and function; it treats all words !paned the
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same way as tim same word" (ibid., p.v1). If this definition had been
used for the preserd study the separate occurrences of the verbs
conduct' (electricity) and conduct (an experhnent) woad have been
listed as an occurrence of the same item, as would the occurrences cl
about as a preposition and as an adverb meaning "approxknately".
This is dearly unsatisfactory such semantic ktomiation is essential if
the resultarg word list is to be useful pedegogicaily (see Fend 1989,
Appendix E). The LOB Corpus study used a skniar definition: "A
graphic word Is defined as a sequerce of alphanumeric characters
surrounded by spaces" (Hofiand & Johansson 1982, p.7). Again the
authors acknovAedge its deficiencies: "Our rank Ilst shares the weak-
nesses of other similar listings. As It is based on graphic words, it does
not specify ... the frequency of the various senses of lexical kems"
(Holland & Johansson 1982, p.20).

A second question which such a definitbn raises is whether it
makes sense to separate occurrences of related derivational and in-
flectional forms; for example, varying, varies, vary, variation, varied,
variable, various, variety would be listed separately in a frequency list
based only on the above definition. They would, however, fel together
naturally in an alphabetical list. But forms related Inflectionally and
spelled very differently would not be found together on either a
frequency or an alphabetical list: for example the various forma of the
verb to be, whether as main verbs or auxiliaries: is, be, are, was, being ,

been.
In addition, such an approach gives us no syntactic information; so,

for example, the form wen) as a main verb In the past simple, as an
auxiliary in the past simple passive, and as a subjunctive verb in a
hypottwItical conditic would all have been counted as the same
occurrence.

And finally, multi-word items which form a single semantic unit
would be broken up and listed separately. This type of item seemed to
occur much less frequently in the electronics corpus than in general
English, but was found: come to rest, for example.

Inman, in her frequency study of scientific and technical prose (see
pp.% above), linked derivational and inftectiunal bound morphemes
and reduced them to a single base form for the main list, while keeping
a record of the bound forms for use in constructing vocabulary and
readhg comprehension exercises (1978, p.243). It seems dear that
from a pedagogical point of view inflectional and derivational forms are
best linked, so a similar approach has been adopted In presenting the
data from this study: that is, one of the lists (Appendix C) is a
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condrmsed list of base forme or "lemma" (see bekm), while the
alphabetical Ike (Appendix B) gives d the waphic words which have
been grouped under a particular lemma. Detailed semantic and gram-
matical information for each graphic word may be found in Ferran
1989, Appendix E.

It seems from the above discussion that not one, but several
definitions of tf*term "word" ire needed. What do we mean when we
say that the corpus consists of 20,000 "words", for example? This, of
come, desalbes the number of occurrences of any gaphic words.
Including repeated occurrences of the same graphic word; so 2034
occurrences of the P. 2034 words. Some researchers have used the
term *token" here, so the 2034 occurrences of the would be 2034
tokens. The term "type' Is then used to refer to a string of characters
which occurred at any time In the corpus. Le. the k one type in the
above example (Barber 1962, p.4). The term 'type' wo id then beiter-
changeable with the term Vaphic wonr, Le. a unif. string of char-
acters which =tired in the corpus. And if, asw:s huve seen above, it
becomes useful for pedagogical purposes to grata) occurrences of
Inflected and derived forms, we may need to elaborate a defklition of
a "basic" form to represent an these items In a condensed list, or to
head an wiry containbg these items. Sinclair uses ft* Wm lemma°
to represent all the heeded forms of the verb (1985, p.84), and this
seems to be accepted lexicographic practice; for example, carry may
represent carry, carries, carrying, carried. Here cany is an abstract or
theoretical construct which may have carry as one of its graphic word
or word form realizations (Saner 1967, p.8). What is not so dear is
whether it is also acceptable to use the verb Infinitive to represent
derivations which belong to word classes other than verbs (Carter
1987, p.10), for exanvie, to use emit to represent emitter and emission
as well as emit, emits, emitting and emitted . Much is often made of the
distinction between inflections and derivations (e.g. Caner 1987, p.10),
but this distinction breaks down when we *xi forms such as changing
and charged being used as adjectives: changing voltage , applied
voltage. Indeed, present participle and past participle adjectives were
relatively frequent in the corpus (see 3.6 below). Sinclair makes a
similar observation: "... the classification of declining as verbal is a
misleading convention; 26 cf its occurrences are noun modifiers,
closest in syntax to the word class adjective" (1985, p.87). And, of
course, nouns and verbs sometimes take the same form, e.g. supply
or charge. So there seems to be a case to be made for extending the
term lemma' to include derived forms. However, the question here is
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whether such a theoretical construct is a satisfactory way of represent-
ing the data gathered hi a frequency study. For example, does it make
sense to use resist to represent occurrences of resist, resists, resis-
tance and resistor when resist occurred only once bid resistance 63
times and resistor 47 times? And what about a group like Insulated
insulator, insdating and insulation, where the verb infinilive did not
occur at all? Then there are groups of graphic words which do not have
a verb infinitive derivative, for example, accuracy, accurate, accu-
rately As Sinclair pokes out, "Lemmatization looks fairly straightfor-
ward, but is actually a matter of subjective judgement by the re-
searcher. There are thousands of decisions to be taken" (1985, p.84).
From a pedagogical point of view the best solution miOit be to make
a subjective decision in each case based on utility in language
teaching terms, which was the approach adopted In Farrell 1989.
However, this inevitably resulted in inconsistent decisions: for ex-
ample, insulate was used to represent Insulated (floccurrences), insu-
lator (5), insulating (2) and insulation (1), where insulate dki not itself
occur. But collector was used to represent collector (35) and collec-
tion (10) where collect did not occur, because of the relatively high
frequency of collector. For the present publication it was deckled to
adopt a simple objective lemmatization policy which is easy to apply
and consistent: rElopt the most frequent graphic word as the lemma for
each grow. This means, for example, using moving as the lemma for
moving, move, motion, moves, movement and moved . This may seem
out of line with lexicographic practice; however, as frequency is a basic
criterion by which the lists are drawn up, and !rs important pedagogi-
cally, II wouki be preferable to maintain a relationship with frequency
In specifying the lemma. Sinclair notes that "a case could be made ...
that the most frequently-encountered form should be used for the
lemma" (1985, p.84).

The frequency and range of each graphic word grouped under a
lemma has been added together to give an overall frequency and
range figure for the lemma. Lemmas are listed in rank order of
frequency and range in Appendix C. The lemma then serves as a
reference point on the condensed list from which to proceed. One may
not agree with the lemmatization policy, but all the graphic words
which occurred may in any case be found in the alphabetical list
together with the rank position d the lemma in the condensed list.
Then, if more information is required concerning the frequency of
IndNidual graphic words, or of different senses ot a graphic word, or of
Its different grammatical functions, or of its occurrence in collocations
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or idioms, the detailed list in Farrell 1989 may be consulted (pp.132- 
202). A page from this list Is shown below In illustration: 

147. all owl 18 - 8 - 14761 

148 18 - 7 - 14779 
form 

(n.) (= 'shaPe.) 
(v.) ( = 'make") 
(n.) ( = rntYPell 

(n. Pl.) (- 
(n. ashaPel 

forms (v.) 'makes') 
formed (pass. v.) ( 'made) 

6 - 2 
5 - 4 

3 - 2 
1-1 
1 - 1 

1 - 1 

1 - 1 

18 - 7 - 14797 
for example 

(discourse marker) 9 - 6 

example 
(n-) 6 - 3 

(n. pl.) 3 - 3 

however 
(discourse marker) 

149. 
acts (v.) 
act (n.) 
action (n.) 
actual (adj.) 
acting (pros. cord. 

rat del.) 
actually (adv.) 

6 - 1 

4 - 4 

4 - 2 
2 - 1 

1 - 1 

1-1 

18 - 7 - 14815 

18 - 6 - 14833 

CASS 18. 6 - 14851 

(n.) (= 'eventuality') 11 - 6 
(n.) (- * c a s i n g 

' 
) 4 - 2 

(n. pl.) (- ' e v e n t u a l i t y ) 3 - 1 

down 

2 

18 - 6 - 14869 



(peil)
(write) down
downward (adj. attrib.)

12 - 6
2 - 2
3 - 1

As graphic words are listed In these merles In order of frequency
(and range), the most frequent graphic word, i.e. the lemma, is found
first In each entry. (The lemma Is the most frequent graphic word, so In
the case of for example above, where an idiom is the most frequimt,
example would be the lemma). Where there is grammatical or seman-
tic homonymy, separate figures are given. The first figures are fre-
quency and the second range. Overall frequency and range for the
lemma Is shown at the top right of each entry, with cumulative
frequency in the upper right nand corner. All graphic words In an Idiom
are listed. e.g. for example. The figures In these cases refer to the
frequency and range of the Worn as a whole. Collocatea which seem
Interesting are listed to the right or left of a graphic WOrd In Italics and
bracketed, and have been listed and counted elsewhere, e.g. (write)
down In the Illustration. The relevance of such data for pedagogcal
purposes is shown by the example of the graphic word form, which has
two grammatical functions and three meanings.

There are still unresolved lermnatizaEon issues, however. FOr ex-
ample, does downward in the Mustration above belong under the
lemma down? Shodd overcome and overheat be grouped under the
lemma over, or do they belong under come and heat? What about
overlap? Should lightning be subsumed under fight? Thin seems to
be a dear case for rxit breaking up fixed collocations and klioms, but
whIth grapNc word in the Idiom should be related to a lemma? Does
for example belong with for or example? It seems difficult to implement
any consistent lesnmatIzation policy which will deal satisfactorily with
cases of this type. Inevitably some purely subjective lemmatization de-
cisions have remained, based usually on pedagogical utility, for ex-
ample learner confusion between lightning and lighting seems pos-
Bible, and so they may best be dealt wIth together.

One of the drawbacks of using a computer to analyse a corpus IS
that MY ciraPhic words can be counted, as in the case of the American
Heritage study, which then relies on cltatkans which give a printout of
the surrounding context for each occurrence of an item to supply
semantic, syntactic and collocational information (Carroll et al. 1971,
pm°. A similar approach has been used by Sinclair in the COBUILD
project at Birmingham University (Caner 1987, p.141). However, we
must sal make abstractions from citatims to arrive at useful pedagogl-
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cal Ma (see the discussion of poduced, make, comected, 3.9
below). Carter notes that, according to Francis, the knportance of
comuters is that they can "count things, ... compare things, ... sort
things and fthd things" (Francis, cll. Carter 1967, p.181), but also
points out elsewhere that even in the CORIUM project "there is a
heavy reliance on the data generated by the kodoographer rather than
on the data a computer might provide" (Carter 1989, p.33). In the case
of a relatively smsdl corpus such as the present one of 20,000 words,
a manual analysis becomes both feasible and attrwtive, due to the
additional problem of converting the corpus into convuter-useable
form. Accordingly, a manual count was carried out, recording syntac-
tic information along with each occurrence in most cases, as well as
semantic and collocational phenomena where these seemed to devi-
ate from the predictable (see below for elaboration of this point).

In the detailed list (Faired 1989, pp.132-202) gratenatical informa-
tion was recorded, in most oases only whwe the possibility of gram-
matical homonymy existed: thus the word the, for example, Is not
fdlowed by any categorisation, while charge is recorded as occurring
as a singular noun, a plural noun, an adjective and a verb. Measures
of frequency and range are recorded in the case of each category.

West's well-known frequency study (West 1953) gave very detailed
semantic information for each entry ki the list, noting occurrences of
each semantic value of an kern as a percentage of the total frequency
figure. in this case the meanings of Items have been noted only where
more than one meaning occurred, for example, a unit of measurement
and a unit meaning a piece of equipment, or where the item was used
with only one sense, but that sense seemed unpredictable, for ex-
ample the use of the word gate in a technical sense. This laia example
Misstates the widespread polysemy found between general and tech-
nical items, a phenomenon which may be exploited pedagogically. An
intuitive observation was that the occurrence of homonyms seemed
lower than in general language; a glance at the entries in this study
shows that Ilwas not often necessaty to add semantic information, by
contrast with West's list where a large number of the entries show
occurrences of multiple meanings. Sager et al. note that H... homo-
nymy ... Is less in special languages" (1990, p.235), a fact which should
encourage the ESP learner and teacksr.

Time limitations in the case of this study mean that it was not
feasible to carry out a wide-ranging collocational analysis. However,
where a particular coilocational pattern seemed unusual it was re-
corded. For example, while moat occurrences of to were either as a
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known in general language, e.g. anode, cathode, diode, filament, etc.,
or because they are words which occw goner* but have a precise
tectmical meaning best elucidated by the technical teacher, e.g. en-
ergy, force, wee, siswal, etc. Again, however, the English teacher may
v4sh to deal with some of these kerns, plvdcularly where the general
and technical sense of an item are related (see 3.6 below for an elabo-
ration of this point).

We noted in the analysis of the LOB Corpus data in section 2 that
items with a high frewency on the list which were obviously subject-
specific could often be kientified objectively by their low range. tt Is
Wresting to note that in the firk list from the electronics English
corpus, once the very frecprently occurring tecimIcal items at the top
of the Het have been passed (e.g. current, ma, circuit, resistance, etc.)
a number of the technical lemmas which have a relatively significant
frequency show a surprisingly imv range by cortrast. A glance through
Appendix C shows that this goes against the general trend for range to
decrease gradually as fremency decreases, and Is an indication of
these items' restriction to a narrow field of discourse within the broad
area of electronics. The following lemmas are examples (range figures
follow frequency figures): transistor (56/2), collector (46/2), anode
(40/4), radio (35/3), induced (33.13), balance (33/1) filament (32/4),
solenoid (27/1), C.R.O. (22/2), amplitude (17/3), silicon (17/2),
modulate (16/1), feedback (15/2).

3.4 Serni4schnical vocabulary
The words which seem to be ol principal importance in ESP

courses general), are semi-technical words, which form the third list.
The definition used ki selecting semi-technical items was a modified
version of that elaborated in section 2 In relation to science generally:
Formai, conked-Independent words with a high frequency and/or
wide range of occurrence across text samples in the area of electron-

ics English, not use* foimd in basic general EnOish courses. This

then gives the third of the three sub-lists in electronics English, which

may serve as a reference tool for the English teacher in deciding which
items should be given priority in materials design, for electronics
English Memos in this case (Appendix D).

In the electronics English corpus semi-technical lemmas listed in
Appendix D totalled 3,487 tokens, or 17.43% of total occurrences of
20,000 tokens. This figure may not seem significant; however, the ex-
tremely high frequency of the top-ranking words should be taken into
account. The first nine words on the electronics English main list (the,
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be. a, of, to, and, in, current it) before the first semi-technical word, fig.
at position ten, account kw 6,148 tokens, or 30.73% of the whole
cows. In addtion, 750 lemmas (representing 2,249 tokens, or 11.23%
of all tokens) with a frequency of less than 5 were not listed. A
significant number of them were also semi-technical.

What Is perhaps more significard is the fact that of the three lists of
general, technical and semi4echnical lemmas, the semi4echnical list
is the longest (Appendix D). Out of the total of 508 lemmas occurring
mcwe than 5 times, 224 were semi-technical, 143 generai and 141 loth-
nical. Looked at kr this way, semi-technical lemmas were 44% of all
lemmas, while techntai lemmas were only 27.7%. Using a skillet'
method, Inman In her slily (see pp.91. above) found 70% of "base"
forms were semi-technical, 21% technical and 9% function words.
using a definftion similar to our own: "context-independent words
which occur with high frequency across disc43fines" (Inman 1978,
p.246). Without having all of her data to hand, ft is difficult to accotart
for her much higher figure for semi-technical vocabulary (notice that
her figure for technical vocabulary Is very close to our own), except to
speculate that perhaps a more rigorous selectio,1 procedure was
applied in the case of the present srixty. Some words which are used
in a variety of scientific contexts but which occur with a specialised
meaning in electronics were listed under the healing of technical
vocalxiary, kir wave base, maim, iteid, potential, frequency, posithe,
negative, etc. (see 3.6 below for a further discussion of this point). In
addition, Inman's ttgrd category was "function words" rather than
general words. Many of the words which on Intuitive criteria would
seem likely to be encountered In basic general English courses would
probably have been included under Inman's "sub-technical" vocabu-
lary: would, BMW, close, open, important, difficult, etc.

In order to validate the results of these investigations of semi-
technical vocabulary in the two senses, I.e. gkkally, and within a
particular sublect area, and to discover what the semi-technical vo-
cabulary of electronics English might look like kr relation to semi-
technical vocabulary generally, the LOB semi-technical list and the
electronics English semi-technical list were compared. It should be
noted that the LOB list consists of all seml-technical graphic words
which occurred more than 20 times in 180,000 words, or with a greater

than 0.0125% frequency of occurrence, while the electronics list
consists of all semi-technical lemmas which occurred more than 5
times in 20,000 words, or with a greater than0.025% occurrence. The
fact that the list which is lemmatized, Le. the electronics list, is also the
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list which has a higher percerstage frequency of ocatrence as a lower 
cut-off point should make the WO rougNy comparable, but it is 

acknowledged that this might not be entirely sad:ifs:tory from a 
statistical point of view. 

Out of the total of 487 graphic words in the LOB Corpus semi- 
technical list, 215 occurred ki the electronics English alphabetical list, 
and are therefore pad of the semi-technical vocabulary of electronics 
English, by definftion. In addition, 17 graphic words on the LOB semi- 
technical list had closely related graphic words on the electronics 
En*h alphabetical list (e.g. elk wed on the LOB DM and allow on the 
electronics list), making a total 01232. These 232 graphic words are 80 
asterisked in the LOB Corpus semkechnical list (Appendtx A), so that 
graphic words on this list not found with any significant occurrence in 
the electronics EncOish corpus may be seen at a glance. In some cases 
there does not seem to be any reason for supposino that such items 
could not occur In electronics English tad, for example such hems as 
particular, certain, metivds, mein, problem, total, soma In the case 
of a number of other items, however, we can probably eay by IMO- 
spection that they would Indeed be urge'," to occur in electrorics 
material: Influence, IndNidual, behaviour, knowledge, evidence, as- 
sociated, sense, klee, modern. 

ff we now examkee the electronics English list which consists of 224 
lemmas, we find that 133 lemmas have related graphic words on the 
LOB list Agah, each of these lemmas is asterisked, so all lemmas 
which are pad of the semi-technical vocabulary of electronics English 
but are not among the most frewent semi-technical items In science 
generally may be seen (Appendbc D). Here we have a number of words 
which seem generalizable: opkwate, demonstrate, alter, usual, 
bate, etc. and a number of words which seem characteristic of 
electronics: connec4 emi4 transmit, peak, ref*, store, comet* etc. 

So, while there are &teacart correspondences between the two 
lists, there are also clear differences, the most knpodant being the fact 
that 91 semi-technical lemmas from the electronics English list, many 
of them high in frequency, are not prominent sent-technical items in 
science generally. Carter notes that "dffierent subjects ... have thek 
own lexical cores" (1987, p.185). This fact hitplights the relevance of 
kadcal research in individual subject areas to cater for the needs of 
students of Individual subjects. 

35 Description of the date 
The corpus yielded a total of 1,258 lemmas out of 20.017 words of 
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running text. Lemmas were assembled in rank order, position in the list
being determined firstly by frequency and seam* by range. Thus
two items with 76 occurrences which %lye both foundin 9 texts would
have the same rank, but one with a frequency of 76 and a range of 8
would rank one poskion lower. AD lemmas representkm a total fre-

. quency of more than 5 in the corpus are listed in Appendix C, and are
given detailed treatment in Farrel 1989 (Appendix E), wkit Individual
listings for each graphic word included under a lemma. Lemmas
representhig an occurrence of less than five tokens are not listed.

The first seven words on the list look familiar the, is, a, of, to, and,
in. These are the short grammatical words which are usually seen at
the head of frequency lists, and which show an extremely high
frequency of occwrence. As Sinclair & Renouf put It "The common
words are very common indeed" (1988. p.154). in this studY these
seven words make up 5,674 occurrences, or fuly 28% ol the text. The
word the alone accounts for over 10% of the corpus. A comparison
with the first words in the Birmingham Corpus frequency list (which is
a survey of general English) shows that with the exception of is (which
is broken up kito its various forms ki the Birmingham Corpus) these
first items correspond, though the order is different the, of, and, to, a,
in. However, the lists then begin to look rather different - some
technical items appear very high on the frequency list in electronics
Enclish: current, volt, circuit, resist, charge, electron, coil, inter-
mingled with further function words: it, this, by, as, with. By contrast,
the Birmingham Corpus list is dominated by low information grammati-
cal words; the first word referring to a concrete item is people,
occurring at position 72 in the list (Sinclair & Renouf 1988, p.149).
Sinclair & Renouf note that "Only time, people, new, know, man and
little bring any great semantic content into the top hundred" (1988,
pp.1541.). HOVANIN, the grammatical words seem to have a highs,' fre-
quency of occurrence in technical language; the first ten words on the
Birmingham Corpus list together account for 17% of the corpus
(Sinclair & Renoti 1988, p.154), by contrast with 28% for the first seven
mrds In electronics English.

ae Syntax
A pedagogical word list which failed to record the syntactic features

of occurrences of words would be impoverished. A listing for the
graphic word produced, for example, could represent an occurrence
of the passive, the present perfect, the past sknple, an adjective or a
hypothetical condition (see 3.9 below). Though our main emphasis in
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this study is on taxis, from a pedagogicei point of view we wodd
certainly be Interested ki the relative frequencies of occurrence in
different syntactic patterns of forms Wceptuckced. In the detaled word
Hsi, therefore, (Feria 1909, pp.132-202) gratmnatical Wormation has
been recorded for almost every graphic word. This data. then. Is also

a useful record of the frequency of occurrence of syntactic patlerns in

the corpus.
A number of grammatical features distirodsh special from general

language, among them the tOgh frequency of thepassive. Sager et al.

note that "extensive use of the passive Is one of the most prominent
characteristics of technical writkvg" (1980, p.209). In our detaled list
the frequency of occurrence of the passive may be easily checked by

a glance at the entry for the lemma be: the various forms of this word
as marries, mostly is and we, arefound in passive constructions 456
times (Farrell 1989, p.132). In addition, 114 further occwrences of the
passive are found In reduced relative clauses of the type: the amount
of energy stored ki the magnetic HEW, where bcth the relative marker
and auxiliary are deleted. Acarrding to Sager et al., "The desire for
conciseness of expression means that relative clauses kr SE are very
often reduced" (1980, p.223). Modal passives are also relatively com-
mon: of the 101 occurrences of the graphic word be as a passive
auxiliary, 89 are In constructions of the type: currents will be induced ,

and the remainder are accounted for by passive infinitives, e.g. to be
replaced by a piece of wire. Occwrences of the present continuous
passive, e.g. electricity is being produced , may also be klentifiedfrom
the entry for is and we (Farrell 1989, p.132); only 2 we found in the
corpus. But the present continuous passive is a popular structure in
ESP coursebooks; First Course in Technical English, Book 2, for ex-
ample, devotee two pages of exercises to this syntactic pattern (Beard -
wood et al. 1979, pp.120(f.). This again polite up the relevance of
research and the weaknesses of native speaker Intuitions In designing
syllabuses and matedats.

Most occurrences of the past participle are accounted for by the
VafiOUS forms of the passive mentioned above, but also significant are
occurrences of the past participle as an adjective (87 occurrences),
e.g. charged sphere, the most prominentwords used in this way being
charged (15 occutrences), closed (8), induced (8), integrated (6).
Given as an adjective is found twice, e.g. a given potential, with the
meaning of "certain". In addition the past participle is found In present
perfect constructions 21 times. The -ed form of the verb is also found
in the past simple (6 occurrences) and hypothetical conditions (4
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occurrences).
The present participle has a relatively high ire:gamy of occurrence

in the corpus: It is found 317 times ki all. Of these, the majority of
occurrences are verbal, !tough not the present continuomi tense. The
present participle often follows by to express the means of doing
something, e.g.: field strength is increased by Thcreasing the numbw
of twns. This may also be expressed without the use of by, e.g.
compare the strengths of the magnetic fields, using the same 2m.
length of copper. Widdowson notes that In scientific writkig the
present participle may combine the expression of simultaneous action
with the expressbn of resultant action; he cas this causal co-occur-
rence (Widdcrwson 1979, p.59). An example from the electronics
Engish corpus would be: The figure shows how current flows from the
capacitor, prodwing a field in the coll. The most common present
participle is using (31 occurrences), followed by maithg (9), measur-
ing (8), producing (6), connecting (6) and charging (6). The present
participle is found as an adjectve or premodifler more frequently than
the past participle, with 1L: occurrences, for example reversing
switch, varying voltage, connecting wires. The most frequent present
participle premodifler is alternating (3a occurrences; probably univer-
sally collocating with current), then varying (19), oscillating (9), follow-
ing (9; this is a cataphort device), moving (7). The following also
occurs as a gerund to refer forward in the text, twice. Some -ing forms
are conventbnally nouns, e.g. reading (20 occurrences), heating (2),
building (1). Providing makes one appearance, as a conjunction
meartng M. The present participle is also found In reduced relative
clauses (20 occurrences), for example: currents oscillating at other
frequencies. The present continuots tenet occurs only 12 times.

As we noted above, a single graphic word may represent a numbor
of different syntactic patterns. Equally, to say that a certain syntactic
pattern is froluent In the corpus does not mean that it will be evenly
distributed lexically. For example, in the case of the lemma produced
(omen frequency 79) there are 17 occurrences of the third person
singular present sknple produces, while in the case of connect (overall
frequency 68), this form does not occur at all. Conversely, In the case
of connected there are 20 occurrences of the imperative form, whie
this form is not found at all with produced

.

A notable feature of the occurrence of nouns in the corpus which is
particularly relevant from a lexical perspective Is the fact that a high
proportion occtr In noun/noun constructions of the type energy
transfer, where the first noun has an adjectival function. (in soma
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cases, a noun and adjective share the same form, e.g. potential)
Occurrences of such nominal compounds may be identified in the &a-
taled fist (Farrell 1989, pp.132-2(e) where nouns are marked adj.;
there are exactly 600 such occurrences In total, making this feature
more frequent dm the waive, and therefore the mod salient syntac-
tic charactedsdc at the electronics material. Sometimes the frequency
of a noun as an adjective In norrinal compounds is higher than ks
frequency as a nom e.g. Input occws 29 tknes as an adjective or
"premdiffer" (Leech & Svartylk 1975, p.271), but only 9 times as a
noun. Sager et at distkiguish between three types of what they caff
"determinants" In nominal compowids: "... those which designate
objects, those which desimate propetties, and those which deskinate
processes and operations" (1980, p268). Applying this analysis to the
electronics English corpus, a number of these different types of noun
compounds may indeed be identified, including a few not mentioned
by Sager et al.

Even within the first group, Le. noun compounds in which the deter-
minate designates an object, the function of the detetminent seems to
vaty, as noted by Sager et al. (1980, pp268-71). For example, kri one
type the dderminent denotes the material of which an object is
composed (Sager et al. 1980, p.289). Examples from the electronics
English corpus would be: copper wire, zinc plate. In a related type the
determinant describes what an object Is comosed of, though not a
concrete material: electron beam, sound wave, radio wave. The deter-
minant may also desicerate the precise function of a plece of equip-
ment: current amplifier, voltage amplifier, radio transmitter. This last
type seems to be malarial), common in the electronics material, on
a pmely informal inspection. And finally, the determinant also seems to
have the function of denoting a piece of equipment of which the
nucleus (or second noun) Is a component pert (Sager et at 1980,
p.270). Electronics examples are: aerial wire, compass needle, diode
valve, emitter resistor.

In Sager et at's second group the determinant specifies the object
of which the nucleus is a property (1980, p.271). Examples of this type
of compound from the electronics material might be collector current,
base voltage, gate potential (collector, base and gate are electronic
convonents). Their third group comprises compounds In which a
process is desalbed (Sager et at 1980, p.271). Electronics examples
are charge flow, current gain, energy transfer. Sager et at note that
confusion may arise in interpreting such compounds in relation to
traneitive/intranskive features of the verb underlying the nucleus,
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giving the examples tenrerature change and temperature control . In
the *0 case it is the temperature which is Itsdf changing (subject),
whde in the second the tmnperatme is being controlled (object).
Similarly. ft is the charge which is flowing In charge How, while the
energy is being transferred kr energy transfer. Confusion for learners
could also arise between compounds of the type current amplifier and
collector current, the learner ;Wraps assuming that collector current
means a =rent which collects something, by analogy with the first. An
English teacher could perhaps find a role here, though most noun
compounds in special English are decidedly technical.

3.8 Polysemy
The idea of a general language of science, or semi-technical vo-

cabulary. has been discussed above. Most writers who have investi-
gated this notion seem to be talking about words which are part of the
general lexicon and which retain their general meaning when used in
special texts: obtain, occur, require, produce, etc. Trimble hris defined
"sub-technical vocabulary" as "context-independent words which
°cm with high frequency across disciplines" (1985, p.129). But
Trimble then goes on to extend the definition of sub-technical vocabu-
lary to include "those corll.non words that occur with special mean-
ings ... words that have one or more general English meanings and
which in technical contexts take on extended meanings" (ibid.). A
number of such Items were noted in the present study, but it was felt
that they belonged more property under the heading of "technical
vocabulary", as they usually seemed to require a precise technical ex-
planation by the subject teacher.

However, if the general and technical senses of an ftem are dearly
related, or polysemous (Jackson 1988, p.5), this may be of assistance
to ESP learners, and the English teacher couki play a role In bringing
out the connection between general and technical meanings.

If we look at the list of technical words from the study of electronlcs
English In Appendix 0, a number of instances of polysemy may be
seen. For example, current in the technical sense of a How of electricity
may be linked with its general reference to a flow oi water. The general
meaning of the word resist may be linked to its technical sense of
obstructing, or slowing a flow of electricity. Capacitor may be ex-
plained by its "capacity" to store electricity. Other similar examples
might be: circuit, coil, potential, energy, frequency, wave, induce,
terminal, insulate, transformer, generate, earth, junction, gate, series .

In fact, very few of the words on the technical list are really "technical"
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in the sense of being completely unknown kt generEd language:anode,
cathode, diode, thermionic, solenoid, ammeter, silicon, voltmeter,
reactance , ohm, semiconductor, , electromemet, amp, galvanometer,
electroscope , rheostat, oxide, flywheel , coulomb, knpedance,dielec-
tric, sinusoidal, triode; this is the complete fist

However, Enifiish teachers might find themselves on tricky ground
here, and some may prefer to avoid dealing with these items alto-
gether. in some cases, a related general meaning may Ova only a
vague idea of the technical megulkig, which inay then need to be stated
in very precise terms: the word energy, for example. Sager et al. refer
to this as "redefinition": "Genikai notions are often the basis for
scientific investigations, but ... special reference then requkes the defi-
nition of the concept .... Such a definition usually entails reducing the
extension of the gerxwal language word used" (1980, p.255'). They give
the technical definition of the word force as an example (this word
occurs in our list of technical items): "force: a force is any influence that
can cause a body to be accelerated" (1980, p.255). They contrast this
definition with that of the Concise (Nord Dictionary, which defines
force as 'strength", "power°, impetus', 'Violence', 'intense effort",
among other a. Clearly, it is the precise technical definition which is the
one of interest to !owners; the sub;ect teacher would not give many
marks to a learner who defined force as "intense effort° in an electron-
ics examination, and even fewev if he defined it as *power, which has
a separate precise technical meaning of its own.

3.7 Homonymy
In some mses, an English teacher might assume a puiysemous re-

lationship incorrectly, for example the word base may not be used in
its general sense of "bottom', or "supporting parr in technical lan-
guage. lt is defined in electronics as "Part of a valve where the pins that
fit into holes in another electronic part are located", or 'The middle
region of a transistor' (Trimble 1985, p.130). This, of course, is homo-
nymy, which "refers to words with different meanings sharing the same
form" (Jackson 1988, p.5). Dealing with this type of item may be
beyond the competence of the language teacher, but he should be
aware of kems used in general language which have an unrelated
technical sense, without necessarily being au fait with the precise
technical definition. Generally, however, most technical items seem to
be either purely technical (see lid above), or to show some polysemy
with general language, however tenuous.

Homonymy is seen in some of the general and semi-technical
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items. The word make, for example, occurs 51 times with the sense of
"to create" or 'build', but also 11 times with the wise of 'to cause
something to happen'. Close is found 5 times as an adjective meaning
'near°, and 4 times as an knperative verb meaning 'shut". Set occurs
7 times as a verb with the sense of 'to put controls at a certain potation",
8 times as a 'radio set", and 4 times as a noun meaning 'a grow of
items'. Above Is seen as a preposition denoting spatial relations 9
times, as an anaphoric word referring to earlier parts of the text 9 times,
and with the meankig of 'more than once'. Form is found as a noun
meaning 'shape` 7 times, as a verb with the sense of "create' 7 times,
and as a noun meaning "type" 4 times. The word case maks with the
sense of 'eventuality' on 14 occasions, but with the meaning of "outer
covering° or 'casing' 4 times. Common is seen with the sense of 'usual'
8 times, and as an adjective meaning In both" (e.g. common base) 7
times. Take occurs hi its ordinary sense 10 times, as a verb denoting
how much time an event occupies 6 times (e.g. the spot takes lOrn/
sec. to ...), and as a passive verb meaning ls presumed' on 2
occasions (e.g. X is taken to be V). Unit is found 3 times referring to a
piece of equipment, twice in the collocation a unit of measurement,
and twice referring to a chapter or sub-division of the textbook.

3.8 Anaphora
A glance at the beginning of the detafied list (Farrell 1989, pp.132-

202) shows that anaphora is prominent in electronics English: one of
the most frequently occuning items is it, with 153 occurrences, 134 of
which are anaphoric. (The remaining 19 occurrences of it are also of
interest; see 3.9 below). Occurrences of the word this are divided
almost equally between anaphoric reference (84 occurrences) and
use as a demonstrative adjective (89). Other words used anaphoricall y
are less frequent. Perhaps less predictably, the word one is next in
order of frequency, with 13 anaphoric occurrences, e.g. two coils of
wire, like the ones you have been using. The word above is used to
refer back in the text or to a previous diagram on 8 occasions, 5 times
as an attributive adjective, e.g. in the above circuit, and 3 times as a
prepositional adverb (Leech & Svartvik 1975, p.87): tne lifies shown in
the patterns above. The word that is used anaphorically 6 times, for
example: a charge equal to that on an electron. The word another also
occurs 5 times anaphorically, e.g.: if the transistor is changed, even If
it is replaced by another of the same type. And finally, the word each
occurs with anaphoric reference 4 times, for example: Make a list of
electrical appliances in your house. What is the most important
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electrical effect that each makes use of?

3.9 Collocation
As noted above, some limited collocational studies were carried

out on the electronics material. The first was a slightly more in-depth
examination of recurrent patterns of use of a few low-Information
grammatical words than is seen in the detailed list for the electronics
material. In discussing the COBUILD project Carter notes that "Infor-
mation about the operation of ... content-less grammatical words in
their normal discourse environments ... is Invaluable" (1987, p.142).
The words examined were in, as, that, at, one and it. The data
produced from this special examination is found in Farrell 1989
(Appendix F, pp.203-206), and all these Items are asterisked, with a
reference to the appendix, in the detailed list (Farrell 1989, pp.132-
202).

Most occurrences of i are predictable: as a preposition, denoting
spatial relatlom (132 occurrences). A large number of occurrences fail
into the pattern increase/change in voltage/Current/direction, etc.
(68 occurrences). axed expressions accouni for a large number of oc-
currences: in this case (13), in series with (7), in a circle (5), in this way
(3), in effect (3), etc. (se9 Farrell 1989, Appendix 'I for further ex-
amples). Also of significance is the use of in with the meaning of "while
doing" something: errors occur in the measurement of (7), in experi-
ments (7), in the insulation of cables (1), in changing a.c. into d.c. (1).

As is most frequently used with the meaning of like', mslingar to", or
In the manner of. e.g.: used as a voltage amplifier, as shown, as
above, etc. (74 occurrences). Also common is its use meaning 'while%
relating change in one variable to change in another, e.g.: lines move
outwards as the cunent changes (27 occurrences). "As as" con-
structions account for a number of occurrences, e.g. as far as pos-
sible, as closely as possible (16 occurrences). Also important is the
use of as with the meaning of "because (12 occurrences).

That is most frequently found as a conjunction following verbs,
particulaly show shows that, note that, assume that, check that, etc.
(63 occurrences). A number of occurrences express purpose, follow-
ing so (23). The anaphoric uses of that are of Interest (see 3.8 above).

Also used anaphorically Is one (13 occurrences; see above),
though its most frequent use Is as a numeral (19). 14 occurrences are
in one ... the other constructions. Most occurrences of at relate to a
measure of voltage, temperature, etc., e.g.: is hekl at 6v (45), while its
frequency as a spatial preposition Is lower (29). Finally, a number of
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uses of it which are not anaphoric were noted, e.g. it takes the spot
tom/sec. to ..., it should be remembered that ....

In addition, three lemmas were selected for closer scrutiny: pro-
duced, make, connected. In this case fuller collocations are given;
every line from the electronics En Olsh corpus in which these items
occurred is presented in Farrell 1989 (Appendix G, pp.207-212) with
the preceding and following context. (In some cases two lines are
hcluled where one would have been insufficient to illustrate the use of
the item in a partictiar context). A glance at this data shows that the
Immediate collocates of senttechnical items are often technical. Pro-
duced and connected were selected because they are two of the most
frequently-occurring senttechnical items. Make, though defined as a
general word, was selected because it seemed to show patterns of use
perhaps not often dealt with on general courses, and for the purpose
of contrast with produced, of which it is sometimes a synonym.

Of the different graphic words subsumed under the lemma pro-
duced, the word produced is the most common, by definition (30 oc-
currences). Of these occurrences, produced is most often found in
reduced relative clauses (see 3.6 above), often preceded by magnetic
field and followed by by, for example: the magnetic field produced by
the same piece of wire (19 occurrences). Full passives account for 9
further occurrences e.g. electricity is produced In varying amounts.
The graphic word produce is found 21 times, 9 times following modals:
it can produce electricity, 4 times as a purpose Infinitive, e.g. their
purpose is to produce a uniform magnetic field, 4 times as a plural
verb, and 4 times as an infinitive following an adjective, e.g. it is still
possible to produce a distorted output. The 17 occurrences of pro-
duces are as singular verbs. More interesting Is producing, which
shows 5 examples of Widdowson's "causal co-occurrence" (1979,
p.59; see 3.6 above), e.g. collapses very rapidly, producing such a
large rate.

The most frequently occurring meaning expressed by the various
forms of make Is 'cause (48 occurrences) rather than that which
would intuitively spring to mind: 'create' (20 occurrences). The re-
maining occurrences are accounted for by fixed expressions and col-
locations: make use of (2), make up for (1), make up (I.e. 'create") (1),
make a list (1), make adjustments (1), calculation can be made (1),
connection may be made (1), making connections (1), making meas-
urements (1). Among the uses of the graphic words make, made,
Make.% making with the meaning of 'came`, the change caused may
be expressed by a verb, adjective or noun in the following clause. The
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most common is a wxbal construction, found 16 times following make,
e.g.: to make it oscillate continuously, 5 times following makes: this
makes a current flow, 3 times followingmaking, e.g.: making the photo
cell current vary, and twice following made, e.g. : the coils are made to
rotate. Adjectival constructions are also common, followirv made 11
times, most commonly with the adjectives positive and negative, e.g.:

the base voltage is made positive, following make 5 times, e.g.:
negative charges nearby make it easier to ..., and following makes 3
times, e. g. : which makes the solid state diode possible.Finally, a noun
is sometimes used, once followiN make: electrons thus produced
make 1,t4) valve a very good conductor, and once following makes:
time-base switched off makes an appropriate voltmeter.

In the case of connected the third person singular presort simple
form connects does not occur at all. Note the contrastwith produced,
where it occurs 17 times (see 3.6 above). The most common graphic
word Is connected (24 occurrences), 14 of which are full passives.. e.g.
when the grid is connected to the filament, and 10 reduced relative
clauses, e.g. the earphone connected to the rectifier. Connect occurs
22 times, almost always as an imperative verb (20 occurrences). The
noun connection occurs in singular and plural forms 13 times, 4 times
as the nucleus of a noun compound (see 3.6 above), e.g.: all the
battery connections are reversed. The present participle connecting
Is found 9 times, on 6 occasions to axpress the means of doing some-
thing, often following by, e.g. : currrint can be smoothed by connecting
an inductance coil, twice as ar. adjective, e.g.: the connecting wires,
and once in a reduced relative clause: wires c anecting where they
cross.

3.10 Affixation
Where there is an emphasis on taxis in materials, a great deal of

attention is often paid to affixes, and prefixes in particular. Wallace
proposes a list of prefixes as deserving of attention, including the
following: un-, de- , dis-, mis-, mai-, sub-, pre-, semi-, trans- (1982,
p.87), an approach which seems promising 41 helping learners to
predict the meanings of unknown Items (Nuttall 1982, pp.67f.). How-
ever, a check of the data proves disappointing; surprisingly enough,
only three of the prefixes Wallace mentions occur in the alphabetical
Ilst for the electronics corpus: semi-, trans- and re-. Semi- occurs In
only one word, semiconductor, with a frequency of 13. Trans- occurs
in transfer, transform , transistor, transmit, though it seems unlikely that
its semantic function in these different words can be linked In any way
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which is useful pedagogically. Re- occurs commonly, e.g. remove,
repeat, repel, replace, etc., but ki this case too the semantic hetction
of the prefbc is buried too dev in the etymology of these words to be
of any use in linking these items for learners. The only productive prefix
in the corpus seems to be therm-, occurring in therm, thermal, ther-
mally, thermic:ink, thermlonlcs, thermocouple, thermoelectric, ther-
mometer, thermostat, all items connected with heat. Also of note Is

over- in overheat, overcome, overiap. More important seem to be
suffixes, which genendly have a grammatical rather than a semantic
function, e.g. -s, -ed, 4ng, -Ion, 4c. Awareness of these may be

developed through the use of word building tables (see section 4).

4 Lexis in ESP materials design

We now come to the practicai applications of this study, and an
examination of how the semi-technical word lists and other lexical data
produced by the study of the English of electronics and the LOB
Corpus might be used in designing materilds for ESP courses, whether
common-core general-purpose ESP courses a subject-specific cotrses
aiming to cater for the needs of students of a partictiar subject
specialism.

4. 1 The common-core approach
We noted in section 1 the importance of the common-core ap-

proach in defining the role of the ESP teacher. Johns and Dudley-
Evans (1980, p.140) argue ki favour of a comrron-core approach:
"Since 1971 the English for Ovcwseas Unit at Birmingham University
hasconcentrated ... on the "common-core" language problems of stu-
dents (including vocabulary). The experience of the past seven years
has confirmed that the "common-core" approach has both theoretical
validity ... and prat:hat applicability". They note, however, an inevi-
table difficulty in designing common-core courses: "a common-core
programme ... entails a degree of abstraction" . In other words, how do
we focus on common core synk6ctic and lexical features of science
without using texts from specific areas of science, and without this
approach degenerating into explanations of grammar Mee and learn-
ing lists of words?

The difficulties Involved in designing common core courses may be
seen in some existing coursebooks, Nucleus (Bates & Dudley-Evans
1976), for example. The first book In the Nucleus series is called
General Science. and Is followed by a number of specific coursebooks
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for different branches of science and technology. In writing about the
design process involved in General Science, Bates (19M, p.2) under-
lines the importance of semi-technical vocabulary "General Science
presented the common-core language of scientific and technolo*al
description, ktduding items of general use which were important to the
scientist - e.g. consist, depend, relationship .... This ... might well con-
stitute greater obstacles to understanding than the more obvious tech -
rOcal vocabulary. However, an examination of the material in General
Science and the word list at the back of the book shows that whOe
semi-technical Items are prominent, there is quite a high proportion of
use of subject-specific technical items from different subject areas: an-
hydrous, cartilage, aorta, irkilum, cadmiwn, epithelial, cytoplasm,
auricle, giycogen, for example. The technical vocabulary of a particu-
lar subject is relevant to students of that subject but ft seems unhelpful
to ask learners on a common core course to cope with technical
vocabuiary which is from a subject specialism they will never study.
This is also a faiftig of other attempts at common-core ESP courses.
Very often "common-core" seems to mean in effect a successim of
units devoted to different subject areas, with an emphasis on gram-
matical features of science generally. For example, First Course in
Technical English, Book Orie (Beardwood, Templeton & Webber
1978), which is a coursebook for technical students generally, begins
well wfth general units on tools, materials, containers, instruments,
shapes, motor vehicles and instructions. Then there is a unit on basic
electricity which is probably more or less accessible to the layman,
whether learner or teacher. But the next two units of the book consist
of rather "heavy" technical material on the properties of engineering
materials, with prominence given to st.ch subject-specific technical
items as ductility and malleability. This material Is formidable and off-
putting to students of a technical area other than metallurgy. Under-
standing the material In a common core course should not involve
grappling with subject-specific vocabulary from an irrelevant subject
specialism; the learners would surely be better off becoming familiar
with subject-specific vocabulary which is at least relevant to their
studies.

The basic problem with such courses is the fact that they concen-
trate on the common core syntactic features of science at the expense
of common core lexical features. We have identified a list of items
which may be saki to represent the general vocabulary of science, i.e.
the LOB Corpus seml-technical word list (Appendix A). In what specific
ways, then, might such a list play a role in developing a common core
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course for ESP learners? The foksving are some suggestions:
(a) As a relerence Nsf for materials writers to consul when design-

ing specially written texts. In spite of the recent widespread interest in
using authentic material In ELT wordy, there sal seems to be a role
for specially written material, particularly in ESP, where authentic Ma-
terial usually means subject-specific material from the subject text-
book (itself spec:lay written for science students) or othty sources.
Hutchinson & Waters feel that in an ESP setting "there is ... Po intrinsic
merit in an authentic text", and suggest that what is more important is
what role one expects a text to play in the learning process. They go
on to point out that if one wanted to carry out, say, a jigsaw reading
task, it could be virtually impossible to find a set of appropriate
authentic texts (1987, p.169).

The materials writer could try to give greater prominence in mate-
rials to words high on the list In terms of frequency and range, without
perhaps needing to be ovally precise about this. Because technical vo-
cabulary has been axcluded, the materials produced will not be
"scienttic" In the strict sense, but could be similar to general Interest
texts of the type found In newspapers and magazines: popular psy-
chology, the paranormal, nature, the environment, climatic trends,
trends in social habits; all of these text types will be found to contain a
high proportion of semi-technical vocabulary.

An advantage of using this type of material on ESP courses is that
it can provide a refreshing antidote to purely technical material. Hutch-
inson & Waters argue that "in terms of language content there Is little
justification for a subject-specific approach to ESP" (1987, p.166), and
that we shotid "make learners aware of the lack of specificity of their
needs" (1987, p.167). ESP teachers are sometimes ovedy concerned
that their materials should be relevant, L e. subject-specific, in the belief
that learners will be more motivated by this type of material. Thki may
not be so; scr;:e learners may have motivational problems in relation
to the subject itself. Even those learners who are highly motivated to
learn the subject may welcome a break from technical material, which
always requires concentrated effort_ Also, it Is extremely difficult for the
English teacher to make technical material communicative; only the
subject teacher woridng with students in the technical laboratory Is in
a position to bring the language of the subject specialism to life, a point
made by Hutchinson & Waters: 'The (technical) teacher does not just
give a lecture about a machirw, he uses the actual machine or a model
of it as an Integral part of the delivery" (1981, p.60). Seml-technical
materials of the type suggested above, however, may serve as useful
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stimuli for animated ciass discussbns.
(b) As a checklist wfth willch to evatuale the possible usefulness of

authentic malerfak, again of the semi-technical type suggested above.
The chief difficulty here mtht be the fact that all texts contain a high
proportion d rare words, and ft could be argued that from a lexical
point of view this is then no improvemerd on using scientific texts from
an unfamiliar subject specialism. However, unusuld Items acquired
from semi-technical texts might turn out to be useful to learners at
some point, unlike the higNy technical vocabulary of another subject.

(c) Learners couki themselves be given the list, together with the
kriformation on frequency and range, with the caution that the teacher
is not putting them under pressure to absorb all the items on the ikit, but
that ft may be used as a reference tod. If they are worried about the
meaning of im unfamiliar item in a text, for exam*, they could be
encouraged to use an alphabetical version of the fist to check whether
the word Is an knportant one in science generally. This would be in line
with recent interest In making learners privy to information usually
available orgy to teachers, and ermouraging them to take responsibility
for the* own learning.

(d) In the design of a lodcally based course. We began to explore
the idea of a lexical syllabus in section 3 above. However, we have not
yet examined what materials having lexki as an organising principle
might look like. Carter & McCarthy note that "A coursebook based on
this (Le. lexical] syllabus would be radically diftsrent from conventional
onee (1988, p.160). Very few attempts have been made to date at
designing this type d course. A notable feature of those few attempts
is that where a list of words is the organising principle, the course tends
to look like an elaborate dictionary, or encyclopaedia.

42 The subject-specific approach
Often an ESP teacher, rightly or wrongly, will come under pressure

from learners and/or administrators to implement a subject-specific
approach. Hutchinson & Waters note that "learners often demand
subject-specific texts" (1987, p.166). We have discussed the difficul-
ties that the English teacher may have In exploiting technical material.
If there is a demand that the English course be directly relevant to the
learners' technical studies, then this requirement may be answered by
focusing on the lexical characteristics of their subject of study. We
hat,e seen that not only may special English be primarily distinguished
from genent English by Wm! rather Van syntactic features (Johansson
1975, p.1), but also that fridividual subject areas are characterised by
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distinct non-technical lexical feature& In section 3 we found a fist of
gems with varying dowses of prominence In electronics English whIth
wee semi-technical, but which did not occur on the LOB Corpus list of
the general vocabulary of science. Lists of semi-technical gems char-
acteristic of individual subject areas may then be used by the EnOish
teacher or course writer in ways similar to those suggested above: in
writing special texts, ki evaluating authentic material, as a reference
tod for learners, and In developkg subject-specific lexical courses to
supplement common core materials, without having to use special-
ised materials or explain sublect-specNic technical vocabulary.

As well as identifying semi-technical items which can play a role in
developing materials accessible to both teacher and learner, other
aspects of the data gathered from lexictd studies of special registers
are kivaluable In subject-specific materials design: for example, the
relative frequency of occummce of diffffent semantic values of horno-
nyms may be identified (sle 3.7 above), as well as recurrent colloca-
tional patterns which may provide evidence running counter to intui-
tions. For example, in the electronics corpus the word Into occurs 4
times in the pattern changes electricity into heat, and not at all in its
"typical" or "basic" context of movement into a container, dosed
area, etc.

4.3 Existing lexically-organised COMMIS
An early and very interesting attempt in this direction is not In fact

a course, but a reference book: A Reference Book of English Words
and Phrases for Foreign Science Students by R.F. Price (1975, first
published 1966). However, as we have suggested above, perhaps a
lexically-based course is inevitably a type of specialised dictionary.
Price himself seems to be hinting at a role wider than merely reference
ki his foreword to the book: 'This ... book ... Is not intended to teach
science, Of scientific terms, but the non-technical English words and
phrases which are necessary to describe and explain things and
events scientifically" (1975, p.vg; my italics).

This body of material, then, has seml4echnical vocabulary as its
organising principle, and so is of particular intorest to this study. Price
gives the following instructions to users of the book: 'When using this
book you may start from two places: (1) If you have a word you want to
understand, begin at the index at the back. (U) If you have an kiea which
you want to express in English, begin at the fist of contents at the front"
(1975, p.bc). The list of contents at the front is arranged In notional
categories: shape, composition , texture, colour, taste, smell , quantita-
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Mrs relations and size, spatial relations and order, temporal relations,
whole and part, change, motion, techniques and use ol apparatus,
facts, concepts and problems, adentific method, the particular, the
general and comparisons, causation, classification.

In each section ol the book, headed by one of the notional
categories above, a list of weds Is first Oven, e.g. under the first
category of shape are listed the words shape, form, line, angle,
straight, curve, parallel, Cirde, etc. Inflecdorad and derivational forms
are glin3n In the case of each word, in the following order verb infirdtive,
past tense, past participle, noun, adjective, adverb. So, a typical entry
looks like this: to circle, circled, circled, circle, circular. Where one of
these forms is used with a different meaning, or does not exist, as with
the adverb form of drcle, a blank appear& There are a few obvious
flaws in 6* presentation system. Price could not have carried out a
serious analysis of information which has long been available about
the relative frequency of occurrence d different Inflectional forms in
scientific writing. In the electronics English corpus there wtwe only 6
occurrences of the past simple, but 317 occurrences of the present
participle, yet Price has included the former and omitted the latter.
Neither is any attention paid, for example, to the frequent use in
science of nouns as premodifiers In nominal compounds (see section
3 above).

In each notional category the word list is followed by a sectbn
exemplifying each word in sentences, usually accompanied by a
diagram to make the meaning dear. In some cases, all the forms of an
item in the word list are exemplified, e.g. This is a sphere. This object
is spherical. In other cases, not en forms ere exemPlMed, e.g. to sPfral,
spiralled (past tense), spiralled (past participle), spiral (noun), spiral
(adjective), spirally are found in the word list, but only an example of
spiralas a noun is ghren: This Is a spiral (picture supplied).

Synonyms are exemplified by demonstrating their interchangeabil
ity In sentences: This container/box has a cover,4k1 which shuts/
closes when placed over Me trip. Hcmever, no attempt Is made to
exemplify contexts where synonyms might not be interchangeable,
e.g. in electronics we would talk about a dosedcircuit, but note shut
circuit. Homonyms are simply disregarded; in CsUr own study of
electronics English close was found to occur 5 times as an adjective
meaning near, and 4 times as an imperative verb meaning "shur.

Skills for Reading, a collection of reading materials developed at
Reading University by Morrow (1980), seems to address some of the
issues we have been raising In relation to the role of the ESP teacher.
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The reading texts presented ki the book are abridged but entirely
authentic mateilais taken from New Scientist. In his introduction to the
book, MOITOW notes that articles in New Scientist are designed to be
"accessale to the non-specialist ... educated layman" (1980, p.9). This
means that the material can be used by non-specialist English teach-

' ars hi the classroom. Morrow continues: 'The role of these texts is to
provide a vehicle of general interest for the practising of reading skills
which can subsequently be applied to whatever texts the student
wishes to study" (1980, p.10).

A review of the materials in Skills for Reading shows a high
proportion of semi-technical items. A great number of technkmi and
context-specific items also occur, but the point is that these materials
are useable by an English teacher; they have been written by profes-
sional journalists for the layman and are therefore stimulating and
provide good talking points for related communicative activities. There
are, for example, articles on the depletion of the ozone layer, the
biological clock, fireballs, homes for refugees, landing on Venus. In
addition, many of the related exercises In Skills tor Reading are
lexically-oriented; there are word-building exercises using derivations,
e.g.:

exclude exclusive exclusion

exceed

adjustable

(Morrow 1980 p.52)

Learners fill in the appropriate derivatives (if they exist) in the blanks.
The given forms occur in the reading text. However, the organising
principle of this book Is not primarily lexical.

A course which is organised on lexical principles, and one which
has aroused a great deal of interest, is The Words You Need (Rudzka
et al. 1981). In their preface Rudzka et at acknowledge that the
Inspiration for the book came from the work of Adrienne Lehrer on
semantic fields and lexical structure (1981, p.1). The table of contents
h3 made up of groups of wortls, organised in semantic fields (e.g.
conceit, pride, self-esteem, vanity) and synonymous pairs (e.g. un-
plessant/ghastly, unwilling/reluctant, poduce/generate). The grows
of words are arranged in grids of two types. One type uses the
techniques of componential analysts (Jackson 1988, pp.80-95) to
identify the overfapping meanings of synonyms, for example:
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strong potent powerful
producing great force

havfng great force

having a solki structure

great affect on senses

finn

effective

usu. cl drink and drugs

(Rudzka et al. 1981, p.28)

The second type of grid brings out the different collocations of
semantically related item for example:

spurn decline tum down reject refuse

a lover

sb's attentions

sb's offer

a request

an invitation

sb's proposal
an application

canc rdate

a gih

sb acfmittance

sb pwrission
sb's money

(Rudzka et al. 1981, p.47)

In discussing Me Words You Need Carter (1987, p.170) notes that
"Psycholingulstic support for the book's method Is ... provkied by
research reported in Comu (1979) which Indicates that individuals
tend to recall wortis accordkig to the categories or semantic fields In
which they are conceptually mapped." Swales supports this view
when he notes that :earners' "capacity for mental organization should
be united In lexical worir both as a mottvating factor and also because
there is evidence that schematized data Is easier to learn and retain
than oats that appears arbitrary and disordered" (1983, p.23). Harvey
Is also enthusiastic about this type of approach: "... students Ilke
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playing with words ... particularty when organized on a thematic basis
... it seems likely that people generally find the use of grids and
matrices psychologically Wishing" (1983, p.245).

Channel!, one of the co-authors of The Words You Need, notes that
there Is evidence from psycholIngulstics to suggest that the minduses
semantic similarity in classifying words, pointing out that "slips of the
tongue" made by native speakers are often not random mistakes, but
produce words from the same semantic field as the intended word.
She gives the following example: "I have my book and my jigsaw I
mean my crossword" (1981, p.117).

Once again this lexically based course tends to have the appear-
ance of a work of reference, in spite of the fact that the word study
sections are interspersed with texts. The book's approach Is perhaps
overly explanatory and expository, not leaving much for the learner to
contribute. Swales makes this point about the book, and suggests
"getting ... classes to do sorne of the work" (1983, p.31), emphasisIng
'lite role of the LSP learneras an active participant in solving problems
of lexical structuring' (ibid., p.32).

4.4 Designing lexically-based ESP courses
The organising principle of any course is the syllabus an which It is

based. But a lexical syllabus itself needs an or !.= nising principle. We
have examined in section 2 and throughout this study the criteria for
deciding on a list of Items important pedagogically, to be used in
designing a lexical syllabus and lexical materials, and we are suggest-
ing that semi-technical words should make up this list in ESP courses.
Sinclair & Renouf suggest that the data gathered In lexical research
should be itself a lexical sylic',us, giving an extract from their lexical
syllabus for the COBUILD course for the word by which gives very
detailed semantic and collocations, information about this item run-ning to a page and a half :, pp.156-8). This seems too unwieldy a
body of information for the title "syllabus", which generally Implies
making abstractions from language. On the other hand, a simple list of
words as a syllabus also seems to leave something to bedesired. But
if we take a list of wordswhich we have determined are relevant peda-
gogically, we may then give shape to this list and form It into a lexical
syilabus by ordering those items into groups, using notional catego-
ries, synonymy or morphology as organising principles. Approaches
of this type may be seen In some existing courses. Price organised his
words into notional categories of shape, composition, etc. The Words
You Need uses synonymy to group words. The Right Word (Fowier
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INT) has two sections, the first devoted to nouns, which are grouped
under notioralititemeic heading& pawale, shopping, Keather, hestm,
etc., and the second to verbs, wtrich are 9rouPad. sYnonYmotla was.
ag. geze, glance, look at regard, stare, wetch. morphology Ls another
possible organiskv principle. This has not been used at the level of
sylabus in any existing course to my Imowledge, but is used in
exercises in Skills for Regain° (Morrow 1990). and also in English for
CamblidgeFirst Certificate (Alsop 1979).

Nthough Johansson's work on the vocabulary of learned and
scientific English was descripdve rather than pedagogical, he has
made an interesting contribution to the elaboration of a lexical syllabus
based on semi-technical vocabulary. In making coments on "open-
class words characteristic °ISE", he groups these ftems Into a number
of no(ional categories (Johlasson 1975, p.22): "... words %filch ...
denote matters which we associate with scientific exposn (discus-
sion, nowt result conclusion, etc.) or procedure (analysis, at-
pedment measuremer4 obsenrations, test etc.) ... adjectives de-
scriptive of a scientific approach (ervirical, everimental, objective,
etc) statistical terms (sample, sampling, pmbability, distribution,
random, sign/kern, etc.) ... classification (class, gmu), type, species,
Items, lacbrs, units, properties, cliarscteristic, twice/ etc.) ... rela-
tional words (same, similar, differs/14 distinct, equivalent, equal,
average, nonnal, relative, difference, increase, change, etc.)

Taking the Hat of serni-tedmIcal items derived from the study of the
Enrlish of electrmics (together with a few informal Items from the
general UN such as get included for the purpose ot contrast with
formal equivalents, and techr4cal words for comparison with semi-
technical equiliatents, e.g. genwata), I propose grouping Items in
cyronymous and antonymous sets under notional headings, to form
part of a possible earni-technical lexica/ syllabus for an electronics
course (a *Mar approach could be adopted for a common-core
course, using the 108 data):

Causemiect cause/make, alter/change, distort/affect, ef-
fect/result

Sinliferity/Datireme: same/simliar, constant/steady, keep/
rnaintaln/continue, differ/Vary alternate/oscillate

amectkr/Seperalorr ccnnecOuinicontact, aftac4 remowst,
replace, transter, swam% reverse/deflect/repel

inoreasellUausar increasoisen, decreasedower/
reduce/fall/drop



&Meow depend, relaA9, proportim, compare
Production: build/construct/rrake, produce/generate, emit
Aftesurument measure, calculate, obsenre/note/study, ac-

curate, correct, error

The above Is not a comprehensive syllabus, but some suggestions
which could be built on. Other synonymous or semantic sets willch
could be treated together are:

turn/rotate/wind
determine/find/detect/obtain/get
though/although/however
show/demonstrate/illustrate/indicate/represent
usual/common/normal
need/require
around/about
provide/supply
area/region
control/operate
simple/easy
first/primary

act/perform

device/apparatus
instrument/meter
move/slide
part/component
section/plece
vertical/perpendicular
amount/quantity
way/means
bright/fluorescent

Morphology could form the next level of organisation, presenZing
the various derivationally and inflectionally related forms of an Item,
e.g. produce, produces, produced, producing, production, as in
Price (1975). We might consult our data In decidbig which forms to list,
and which to give priority. For example, the related noun product or
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adjective productive did not occur in tie electronics corpus. Pro-
duced, with a frequency of 30, amid seem to merit a greater degree
of attention than production, with a frequency of 4. HOWOVer, perhaps
simply presenting these forms would miss an opportunity to engage
learners actively, as we could by using grids of the type found in Skills
for Reading (Morrow 1990) irtl English for Cambrkige First Certificate
(Msop 1979). Learners could guess, or consult dictionaries or authen-
tic materials to fil in the blanks:

produce produces produced producing production

use

MIMS

vary

ernft

showing

connected
changing

supply

The semantic and syntactic data in the detailed list for electronics
English (Farrel 1989, pp.132-203) would be Invaluable in devising ex-
ercises to make learners aware of the patterns in which the different
related forms of an item are typically used in the target material,
particularly ff supplemented by full collocational data of the type
presented In Farre111989 (Appendix G, pp.207-212). Using the data for
produced (see section 3 above), for example, we might create an
exercise using semi-technical conta .3 along these lines:

FE In the blanks with produce, produces, produced, producing,
production as appropriate:

1. In oder to grow, pients need the energy by the sun.

2. The of oll in the Middle East has Increased rapidly In
11009/1i years.

3. A high proportion of smoke pollution by domestic
fires.

4. The rubber tree a liquid which is made into rubber.
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Or, using the data more directly, subject-specific sentences could be
used in the above exercise V desired.

Semantic exercises on the synonymous sets of words could follow
the model of The Words You Need, incorporating Swales' suggestion
of giving the learner the opportunity to contribute to lexical structurhg,
rather than simply presenting hlm/her with all the 'nformation. Texts or
example sentences could be supplied which would exemplify the
different semantic features of related items, and the learners could
then fill In the grids. Grids may be used to bring out overlapping
meanings of items and differences In collocation, though as noted In
section 3, most semi-technical items seem to collocate with technical
items in the electronics material. Here is an example gild on the set
alter/change/distort/affect to bring out overlapping meanings (the
grid has here been completed by way of illustration):

alter change distort affect
replace something

cause a change in sthing

become different

cause undesirable change

The following Is a collocation& exercise on produce/generate/
make/emit, using the detailed collocational data in Farrell 1989 (Ap-
pendix G. pp.207-212) in the case of produced and make:

produce generate make emit

noise

heat

light
4 energy

sound
electrons
sthg vary

electricity
a connection

an adjustment
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5 Conclusion
it is hoped that this work has succeeded in showing the relevance

of lexical research to materials development in ESP. In spite of the
small scale of the kwestigatIon of the vocabulary of electronics Eng-

lish, some useful data has been produced. It would be Interesting to
see whether very different results would be found if a considerably
larger corpus were studied. A complete collection d collocatbns for
all items d kterest, such as those presented in Farren 1989 (Appendix
(I, pp.207-212) for produced, make and connected, would provide an
extremely valuable body of data for subject-specc materials design.
This may be most rapidly achieved, d course, where the corpus is held
In connxiter-useable storage and the sttrotarding context of every oc-
currence of any graphic word can be instal* displayed using concor-
dancing procedures (Sinclair 1985, p.93).

In addition, the examination of semi-technical vocabulary should
make a contribution to the continuing debate concerning the role of
the ESP teacher, and also provide some useful data for common core
ESP course design war a lexical emphasis. A direction for future re-
search might be a large-scale study of a number of scientific disci-
plines using computer facilities along the lines of the COSUILD prolect,
which would supply vastly richer information about the general vo-
cabulary of science than the list of graphic words In the LOB Corpus
study.

Finally, It Is hoped that this work will help to redress the balance a
little in favour of vocabulary. At the very least, as McCarthy puts it: "It
has yet to be proved that giving vocabulary at least as much weight In

exercises ... as grammar harmht slows progress, or mars long-
term achievement" (1984, p.14).
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APPENDIX A

LOB CORPUS SEMI-TECHNICAL WORD UST

This Is a list of graphic words defined as semi-technical, derived from

the LOB Corpus Category J fist (Holland & Johansson 1982), general

and technical items having been eliminated. The words are arranged

In rank order of frequency and range, the first figure being the fre-

quency and the second the range. Where a graphic word had a related

lemma which occurred on theelectronics English semi-technical list it

is asterisked.

however* 157/66 fact 96/46 necessary* 74/38

per (cent) 145/33 level 95/29 similar* 73/44

kxm* 126/51 terms* 94/35 conditions* 73/34

point* 126/45 theory* 94/29 certain 72/44

restits* 121/38 order 93/40 though* 72/38

field* 121/26 within* 93/38 means* 72/28

area* 119/25 group 92/22 experiments* 72/17

possible* 117/65 during* 90/42 result 70/40

even* 113/51 great* 90/41 agaim* 73/35

genen4 111/50 vimy* 89/41 share 89/39

values* 111/50 particular 88/40 process 69/28

HQ.* 111/20 data 88/23 almost 68/39

therefore* 110/48 cases* 85/29 seems 68/36

thus* 109/52 influenob 85/22 changes* 68/26

different* 109/43 exampke 84/42 least 67/41

system* 108/35 rate* 84/29 evidence 66/32

present 104/47 model 83/12 position* 66/29

value* 104/35 rather 82/47 scale 66/19

effect* 100/40 table 82/32 functici* 66/17

shown* 99/34 period ti1/33 course 65/36

although* 98/48 Individual 81/27 view 65/32

further 98/47 section* 81/25 required* 65/30

whole 98/44 method 80/32 length* 65/21

obtained* 98/34 surface* 80/23 temperature* 64/14
97/50 (per) cent 78/19 whether 62/38

upon 97/30 type* 77/36 control* 62/16

due* 96/32 change* 76/32 various* 61/36

solution 96/21 methods 76/ e problem 61/35



Wze 61/16 dlfferences* 49/19

end* 60/34 term* 49/19

set* 60/32 place" 48/33

Information* 59/23 seem 48/31

material* 58/27 assockded 48/25

act* 58/12 total 48/25

descnb4K1 57/38 measured" 48/22

either* 57/36 sense 48/18

shows* 57/30 side* 47/22

range 57/28 mean* 47/19

functions* 57/10 areas* 47/15

akeady 56/35 subject 46/28

nmiln 56/35 i.e.* 46/25

qufte 56/34 significant 46/23

analysis 56/26 groups 46/21

behaviour 56/18 points* 46/21

increase* 55/22 presence 46/20

itself 54/28 fonns* 46/19

yet 54/28 relative* 46/19

kncwledge 54/22 available 45/32

nxwarnent* 54/15 probably 45/31

mason* 53/34 amount* 45/30

normal* 53/27 greater* 45/30

rule 53/11 equal* 45/27

pafflculady 53/9 series* 45/26

concerned 51/31 know* 45/25

eady 51/29 factors* 45/21

simple* 51/28 relatively 45/18

considered* 51/25 pressure 45/16

unft* 51/22 indeed 44/30

constant* 51/21 single* 44/30

development 51/21 account 44/29

average" 51/20 state 44/28

figure* 51/20 several 44/27

technique 51/14 extent 44/26

following* 50/34 common* 44/25

perhaps 50/31 applied* 44/20

difference* 50/27 final 44/20

complete* 50/25 apparent 44/19

according 50/18 structure 44/17

expected 49/26 probability 44/5

latter 43/32

generally 43/26

interest 43/26

stage 43/26

degree 43/22

fields* 43/15

principle* 43/13

WIVE) 43/10

become* 42/29

factor* 42/24

law* 42/16

action* 42/15

dear 41/29

provided* 41/27

appears 41/26

based* 41/25

just* 41/22

distance* 41/15

volume 41/12

special 40/25

likely 40/23

systems* 40/14

class 40/13

suggested 39/27

study* 39/26
free 39/22
actual" 39/21
parts" 39/21
follows* 39/19
failure 39/14
internal* 39/13
corsideralie* 38/28
direction* 38/20
figures* 38/19
measure* 38/19
modem 38/19
produced* 38/17
developed 38/16
design 38/14
objects 38/10
consider* 37/21
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e.g.* 37/19 showed 32/21 appwoach 28/20

reference 37/17 obtrOn* 32/20 folkmed* 28/19

earlier 36/26 approximately*32/19 increased* 28/19

purpose* 36/22 middle* 32/18 remains* 28/19

idea 36/19 chcsen 32/16 except 28/18

elements 36/17 measurements* 32/9 accepted 28/17

sftuation 35/22 rnodon* 32/9 containing* 28/16

added* 35/20 list 32/5 rnatedals* 28/12

calculated* 35/19 becomes* 31/25 base* 28/9

!station* 35/19 certakty 31/22 output* 28/6

tYPes* 35/18 khd 31/22 dearly 27/23

rates 35/16 next 31/22 especially 27/21

occur* 35/15 problems 31/19 possibility* 27/20

selection 35/11 natund 31/18 sufficient 27/19

towards 34/22 things 31/18 defined* 27/16

reduced* 34/20 linear 31/12 including 27/16

proportion* 34/17 experimental* 31/10 iiNSIS 27/15

investigation* 34/16 depth 31/8 Mere 27/14

hence* 34/15 addition* 30/20 theoretical* 27/13

previous 34/15 observe* 30/17 reduction* 27/12

effects* 34/14 exarnination 30/16 sPace* 27/12

concentration 34/6 reported 30/14 capacity 27/11

true 33/24 shape 30/14 experiment* 27/11

dim* 33/23 numbers* 30/11 related* 26/22

effective* 33/21 ProPertles* 30/9 became* 26/19

alMmed* 33/20 called* 29/22 mainly 26/19

suPfxxt 33/20 Increasing* 29/22 apart 26/18

activfty 33/18 mentioned 29/22 attention 26/18

comparison* 33/17 real 29/21 completely* 26/18

pattern 33/17 held* 29/19 doubt 26/18

Pamir 33/16 centre* 29/18 drawn* 26/18

naPicflY* 33/15 significance 29/19 finally 26/18

source* 33/15 fall* 29/15 provide* 26/18

mar* 33/11 practical* 29/15 determined* 26/17

dame 33/10 explanation* 20/14 distribution 26/16

sound* 33/8 Initial 29/14 irxiependent* 26/15

once 32/27 stages 29/12 argument 26/14

aPPear 32/24 agreement 29/11 cause* 26/14

basis* 32/24 secondary* 29/9 tend* 26/14

compared* 32/22 intenating 28/21 composition 26/12

limited 32/22 separate* 28/21 transfer* 26/12
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event 26/9 obvious 23/19 manner 21/18
thickness 26/8 along 23/18 closely* 21/17
nies 26/7 attempt 23/17 details 21/17
speed* 26/5 impossible 23/17 directly* 21/17
indicate* 25/21 rest 23/17 Indicated* 21/17

,

25/20 assumed* 23 '16 purposes* 21/17
nevertheless 25/20 direct* 23/16 require* 21/17
reached* 25/20 regard 23/16 depend* 21/16
discussion 25/19 remain* 23/16 hardly 21/16
discussed 25/18 equivalent 23/15 instance 21/16
c, -responding 25/17 expression 23 /15 maximum* 21/16
affected* 25/16 produce* 23/15 respectively 21/16
procedure 25/16 techniques 23/15 simply* 21/16
extended 25/15 received* 23/14 apparatus* 21/15

25/14 represented* 23/14 exactly 21/15
ant:much 25/12 amounts* 23/12 refer 21/14
concept 25/11 product* 23/12 accuracy* 21/14
divided 25/11 central* 23/10 grounds 21/13
sample 25/11 concepts 23/9 highly 21/13
measurement* 25/6 spread 23/8 reasons* 21/13
throughout 24/20 flow* 23/7 weight 21/13
marked 24/19 sutvey 23/5 hypothesis 21/9
whereas 24/19 noted* 22/19 scientific 21/9
considering* 24/18 introduction 22/18 subjects 21/7
nearly* 24/18 appropriate 22/17 no. 21/6
sufficiently 24/18 expressed 22/17 absence 20 /18
satisfactory 24/17 relevant 22/17 examples* 20/17
standard 24/16 suggests 22/17 recent 20/17
included 24/14 detail 22/16 renxwad* 20/17
definition* 24/12 slightly* 22/16 &rawly' 20/17
external 24/12 appeared 22/15 chrunstiman20/16
occurs* 24/12 etc. 22/15 determine' 20/15
height 24/10 merely 22/15 placed* 20/15
mechanism 24/10 unless 22/15 Immediately 20/14
occurrence 24/10 application 22/14 strength* 20/14
liquid 24/8 recognized 22/14 condition* 20/13
programme 24/7 property* 22/12 variation* 20/13
solid 24/6 potential 22/11 consequently 20/12
load 24/5 rapid* 22/11 lImits 20/12
established 23/20 component* 22/7 operation* 20/12
nor 23/10 performance* 22/6 relations* 20/12
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features 20/11 Isolated 20/8 objective 20/6
growth 20/11 temperatures 20/8 velocity* 20/6
object 20/11 division 20/7 displacement 20/5
occurred* 20/11 thermal 20fl Owe* 20/5
uniform* 20/10 irderpretation 20/6

APPENDIX B

ELECTRONICS ENGUSH ALPHABETICAL UST

This Is an alphabetically arranged list of ail graphic words which were
grouped under a lemma with a total occurrence of over 5 in the
electronics English corpus. The figure refers to the rank order position
ot the lemma entry In Appendix C under which the graphic word has
been included.

a
ability
able
absolute

Jso lutely
about
above

accelerate
accelerated
accelerating
acceleration
accumtiator
accumtiators
accuracy
accurate
accurately
across
act
acting
action
acts

64

3 actual 149 altering 204
227 actually 149 alternate 76
227 add 203 alternately 76
229 added 203 alternating 76
229 adding 203 alternative 76
128 addition 203 although 180
143 additional 203 always 204
63 aerial 194 ammeter 117

213 affect 205 ammeters 117
213 affected 205 amount 195
213 after 217 amounts 195
213 again 222 amp 204
207 against 227 ampere 204
207 air 191 amperes 204
218 all 147 amps 204
218 allow 197 amplification 66
218 allowance 197 amplified 66

51 allowing 197 amplifier 66
149 allows 197 amplifiers 66
149 also 118 amplify 66
149 alter 204 amplifying 66
149 altered 204 amplitude 154



an
and
angle

angles
angular
anode
anodes
another
any
apparatus
appliances
application
applied
applies

aPPly
applying
approx.
approximate
approximately
are
area
arm
armature
arms
around
8S

assume
assumed
assuming
at
atom
atomic
attract
attracted
attraction
attractive
attracts
audio
average
back
balance

3
6

219
219
219

82
82

188
174
223
96
96
96
96
96
96

222
222
222

2
227
200
200
200
162
14

213
213
213
27

222
222
197
197
197
197
197
230
229
190

99

balances
base
based
basic
basis
bath
battery
be
beam
beams
because
become
becomes
been
before
being
below
best
better
between
bias
black
blades
block
blocked
both
bdght
brightness
buBd
building
bulb
bulbs
but
by
calculate
calculated
calculating
calculation
call
called
can

99
55
55
55
55

225
129

2
75
75

144
212
212

2
203

2
222
216
216

74
219
229
225
171

171

172
204
204
217
217
196
196
104

13

124
124
124
124
89
89
25

cannot
capacitance
capacitor
capacilOrs
carded
carriers
carries
carry
carrying
case
cases
cathode
MUSE)

caused
caUSea

causing
call
cells
centimetres
central
centre
centripetal
change
changed
changes
changing
channel
cha:acteristic
characteristics
charge
charged
charges
charging
chip
chips
circle
circuit
circuits
circular
dose
closed

25
41
41

41

114
114
114
114
114
149
149
84

152
152
152
152
106
106

110
722
222
222
47
47
47
47

230
223
2i3

22
22
22
22

214
214

15

15

15

15

123
123
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closely 123 constant 113 defined 228
closer 123 constructed 213 definite 228
doses 123 construction 213 definition 228
cm . 110 contact 207 deflect 94
coated 218 contacts 207 deflected 94
col 28 contained 224 deflection 94
coils 28 contakis 224 deflects 94
collection 72 continually 175 demonstn.te 200
collector 72 continue 175 demonstration 200
collectors 72 continuous 175 dependent 180
come 222 contkiuously 175 depend on 180
comes 222 control 120 depending on 180
common 153 corgroiled 120 depends on 180
compare 195 controls 120 detect .212
compared 195 convention 223 detectable 212
comparison 195 conventimal 223 detected 212
compass 200 cOPPer 199 detection 212
compasses 200 core 128 determination 229
complAe 181 CMS 128 determinations 229
completely 181 =red 224 determine 229
completes 181 correction 224 determining 229
component 163 could 152 device 169
components 163 coulomb 224 devices 169
condition 221 coulombs 224 diagram 226
conditions 221 C.R.O. 134 diagramatically 226
conduct 130 C.R.O.s 134 diagrams 226
conducting 130 cross 227 dielectric 230
conductors 130 crossed 227 differ 95
conducts 130 crosses 227 difference 95
connect 45 crossing 227 differences 95
connected 45 crystal 229 different 95
connecting 45 crystals 229 differentiating 95
CCYflitection 45 current 8 differently 95
connectbns 45 currents 8 differing 95
consider 181 cut 218 difficult 222

222considerable 181 cuts 218 difficulty
catsiderably 181 d.c. 109 diode 90
considered 181 decrease 196 diodes 90
consist of 173 decreased 1 direct 56
consisted cA 173 decreases 198 directed 56
consists of 173 decreasing 196 direction 56



directions 56 effectively 84 evenly 189
directly 56 effects 84 every 223
discharge 224 e.g. 227 example 148
discharged 224 either 221 examples 148
distance 206 electric 39 experiment 70
distances 206 electrical 39 etxperimenial 70
distorted 230 electrically 39 experiments 70
distortion 230 electricity 39 expt. 70
dMder 213 electromagnet 183 explain 217
do 74 electromagnetic 183 explained 217
does 74 electron 24 factor 223
doing 74 electronic 24 factors 223
done 74 electronics 24 taB 169
doped 228 electrons 24 falls 169
doping 228 electroscope 214 fed 212
down 149 e.m.f. 81 feedback 166
downward 149 emission 71 few 215
downwards 149 emit 71 field 31
drain 220 emits 71 fields 31
draw 218 emitted 71 fig. 10
drawing 218 emitter 71 figure 10
drawn 218 emitting 71 figures 10
draws 218 end 163 filament 101
drive 217 ends 163 filaments 101
driven 217 energetic 38 find 123
drives 217 energies 38 finding 123
drop 191 energy 38 first 168
dropped 191 enough 216 firstly 168
drops 191 enter 219 fix 228
due to 224 entering 219 fixed 228
during 222 enters 219 flies 229
each 113 equal 217 flow 61
earphone 230 equally 217 flowed 61
earth 184 equation 219 flowing 61
earthed 184 error 158 flown 229
easier 182 errors 159 flows 61
easiest 182 OSCape 220 fluoresce 214
easily 182 escaped 220 fluorescence 214

182 essential 221 fluorescent 214
effect 84 essentially 221 fluoresces 214
effective 84 even 189 flux 192
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fly 229

gradually

228

in 7

flyw
heel

220

graj.

119

Increase

84

fonow

163

graP
he

119

increased

84

follow
er

163

great

162

Increases

84

follow
ing

163

greater

162

increasing

84

follow
s

163

greatly

162

indicate

189

for

26

grid

171

hdical

ed

189

force

80 gun

208

indicates

189

for

exam
ple

207

guns

208

indicating

189

form

148

half

228

independent

217

form
ed

148

had

23

independently

217

form
s

148

happen

163

induce

98

found

123

happened

163

induced

98

frequencies

46

happens

163

inductance

98

frequency

46

has

23

inductive

98

from

19

have

23

inductor

98

function

228

having

23

inform
ation

219

functions

228

heat

93

input

7

gain

149

heated

93

inside

7

gained

149

heater

93

instruction

213

gaining

149

heating

93

Instructs

213

gains

149

heki

178

instrum
ent

228

galvanom
eter

206

hence

199

insulate

167

gate

201

here

227

insulated

167

gates

201

high

79

insulating

167

generated

182

higher

79

insulation

167

generates

182

hold

178

insulator

167

generating

182

holds

178

insulators

167

generation

182

horizontal

107

integrated

225

generator

182

horizontally

107

Intensity

218

get

228

hot

93

Internal

223

gets

228

how

144

into

7

getting

228

how
ever

148

investigate

223

give

77

hydrogen

230

Investigating

223

given

n i.e.

205

investigation

223

gives

77

if 30

ion

229

giving

n illustrated

190

Ionised

229

go

222

Illustrates

190

iron

178

goes

222

im
portance

197

Is 2

going

222

irlipodant

197

it 9

gone

222

Im
pedance

225

Its 9
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jockey 225 lowest 94 modulated 160

join 126 magnet 29 modulates 160

joined 126 magnetic 29 modulation 160

joining 126 magnetically 29 modulator 160

joins 126 magnetism 29 molecule 228

junction 126 magnets 29 molecules 228

just 203 maintain 229 MOTO 78

keep 181 maintained 229 most 78

keeping 181 maintaining 229 motion 42

kept 181 maintains 229 move 42

know 226 made 39 moved 42

knowing 226 make 39 movement 42

known 226 makes 39 moves 42

large 102 making 39 moving 42

larger 102 many 209 much 210

law 212 mass 159 must 145

lead 190 material 163 narrow 223

leading 190 materials 163 narrower 223

leads 190 max. 164 near 184

leave 223 maximum 164 nearby 184

leaving 223 may 119 nearest 184

led 190 mean 181 nearly 184

left 223 means 181 necessary 122

length 90 meant 181 need 122

less 175 measure 49 needed 122

light 103 measured 49 needle 229

llghtest 103 measurement 49 needles 229

lighting 103 measurements 49 needs 122

lightning 103 measures 49 negation 68
line 84 measuring 49 negative 68
lines 84 metal 97 negatively 68
lit 103 metallic 97 neon 230

little 224 metals 97 no 43

load 178 meter 205 normal 212

long 90 meters 205 normally 212

longer 90 metre 229 not 43

losing 199 mid 212 notation 130

loss 199 middle 212 note 130

last 499 midway 212 noted 130

low 84 mode 230 110W 92
Ipwer 84 moduk te 160 number 136
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numerically 136 Whim 108 place 196
observation 227 otherwise 108 placed 196
observe 227 out 53 Placing 196
observed 227 outdoors 53 plate 38
obtain 137 outer 53 plates 38
obtainable 137 output Piot 190
obtained 137 outskie 53 plotted 190
occur 203 outwards 53 plotting 190
occurs 203 over 187 Point 108
of 4 overcomes 187 Pointing 108
off 206 overheat 187 points 108
often 218 overlap 187 polarise 165
ohm 176 oxkie 219 polarised 165
ohms 176 Page 217 Polar ltY 165
on 17 paper 211 Pole 165
one 52 parallel 205 position 199
only 87 part 175 posoAxis 199
open 140 partially 175 positive 57
opened i 40 partly 175 positively 57
opening 140 parts 175 possible 162
°Pena 140 pass 121 potential 34
operate 175 passed 121 potentials 34
operated 175 passes 121 potentiometer 34
operates 175 passing 121 potentiometers 34
operating 175 path 159 power 129
operation 175 p.d. 105 powerful 129
operations 175 p.d s 105 practical 222
oPPose 149 peak 150 practically 222
opposes 149 perform 228 prevent 217
oPPosing 149 performance 228 preventing 217
opposite 149 performing 228 primary 230
oPPostielY 149 perpendicular 225 principle 215
opposition 149 photo 185 produce 37
or 33 photon 185 produced
oscillate 48 picture 207 produces 37
oscillates 48 pictures 207 producing 37
oscillating 48 piece 189 production 37
oscillation 48 pieces 189 properties 221
oscillator 48 pin 229 "1.0Perty 221
oscillations 48 pivot 229 oportional 227
oscilloscope 48 pivots 229 protection 1 85
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protective 185 receiving 171 resistors 21
provide 212 reception 171 resists 21

provided 212 rectification 169 restdt 121

provides 212 rectified 169 resulting 121

providing 212 rectifier 169 results 121

pulled 221 rectify 169 reverse 168
pulling 221 red 211 reversed 168
purpose 223 reduce 181 reverses 1

purposes 223 reduced 181 reversing 168

Push 205 reduces 181 rheostat 214
pushed 205 reducing 181 rise 165
pushes 205 region 217 rises 165
pushing 205 regions 217 r.m.s. 230
Put 218 related 223 Miff ry 227
putting 218 relation 223 rotate 227
quantitative 222 relative 223 rotated 227
quantities 222 relay 194 rotational 227
quantity 222 relays 194 round 212
radiation 214 remainder 226 said 203
radio 91 rem& ins 226 same 86
radkis 186 removal 198 say 203
rapid 198 remove 198 screen 85
rapidly 198 removed 198 second 168
rate 217 removing 198 secondary 224
ratio 176 repeat 190 secondly 168
ray 138 repeated 190 section 229
rays 138 repel 228 sections 229
razor 230 repelled 228 See 64
reach 212 repels 228 seen 64
reached 212 replaced 222 sees 64
reaches 212 represent 205 semiconductor 178
reactance 171 represented 205 semiconductors 178
reaction 171 representing 205 send 230
reading 141 represents 205 sending 230
readings 141 repulsion 228 separate 216
reason 229 require 174 separated 216
reasons 229 required 174 separately 216
receive 171 requires 174 separation 216
received 171 resist 21 series 206
receiver 171 resistance 21 set 124
receives 171 resistor 21 sets 124
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setting 124 source 125 switches 69

settings 124 sPace 214 switching 69

short 219 spark 230 taken 144

shorting 219 sparking 230 takes 144

should 122 sparlor 230 taking 144

show 36 speed 183 take 144

showing 36 sphere 142 televon 197

shown 36 spheres 142 temp. 131

sharis 36 SPot 115 temperature 131

side 212 Wring 179 temperatures 131

sides 212 steadily 164 tend 206

sideways 212 steady 164 tends 206

signal 138 still 180 term 193

signals 138 storage 132 termed 193

scon 155 store 132 terms 193

sImilar 162 stored 132 terminal 100

similarity 162 straight 175 terminals 100

similarly 162 strength 170 test 207

simple 135 strong 170 tested 207

simplest 135 stronger 170 testing 207

simplified 135 studied 217 testmeter 207

simplifying 135 study 217 tests 207

simPly 135 studying 217 than 162

since 130 such 161 that 20

single 222 suitable 195 the 1

sinusoidal 230 suitably 195 their 77

slide 229 summarised 229 them 77

slider 229 summarized 229 themselves 77

slides 229 summarizing 229 then 65

sliding 229 summary 229 theory 227

slightly 216 supplied 50 there 136

slow 213 supplies 50 therefore 211

slower 213 supply 50 therm 109

slowly 213 suPPlYing 50 thermal 109

small 83 surface 218 thermally 109

smaller 83 symbol 223 thermionic 109

so 47 symbols 223 thermionlcs 109

soft 225 system 139 thermocouple 109

solenoid 115 systems 139 thermoelectric 109

some 111 switch 69 thermometer 109

sound 178 switched 69 thermostat 109
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these 11 two 73 voltmeter
they 77 49e 105 voltmeters
this 11 tYPes 105 was
those 20 TYPIcal 105 wave
though 180 ultra-violet 225 waveform
three 217 under 226 wavelength
through 67 unlform 171 MVOS
thus 157 unit 217 wavy
time 59 units 217 way
times 59 until 182 ways
to 5 uP 116 we
too 224 upper 116 were
together 202 upthrt+st 116 what
trace out 230 upward 116 when
traced out 230 upwards 116 whenever
traces out 230 use 18 where
transfer 158 used 18 which
transferred 158 uses 18 why
transformed 171 using 18 wide
transformer 171 usual 195 widely
transfoi Iners 171 usually 195 width
transistor 58 value 50 wilt
transistors 58 values 50 wind
transmission 146 valve 199 winding
transmissions 146 valves 199 wire
transmit 146 variable 62 wires
transmined 146 variaiion 62 with
transmitter 146 variations 62 within
transmitters 146 varied 62 without
transmitting 146 varies 62 work
Med 227 variety 62 works
tries 227 various 62 wouki
triode 230 vary 62 wound
try 227 varying 62 write
trying 227 velocity 151 writing
tube 127 vertical 133 wrttt en
tubes 127 vertically 133 you
turn 105 very 112 your
turned 105 visible 219 yourself
turning 105 volt 12 Zero
turns 105 voltage 12 zinc
T. V, 197 volts

1-)

156
156

2
so
so
so
60
60

180
180

54
2

88
44
44

157
32

210
229
229
229

43
177
177
40
40
16

16
16

169
169
119
177
222
222
222
35
35
35

121

229
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APPENDIX C

ELECTRONICS CONDENSED RANK FREQUENCY UST

This is a fist of all lemmas representing a total occurrence of more than

5 tokens in the electronics English corpus, arranged In rank order of

frequency and range. The first figure following the lemma is the
frequency and the second the range. Lammas with the same fre-

quency and range share a rank position.

1. the 2034/10 32. which 89/10 58. transistor 56/2

2. Is 879/10 33. or 86/10 59. time 53/8

3. a 850/10 34. potential 88/7 60. wave 53/7

4. of 692/10 35. you 81/9 61. flow 52/7

5, to 439/10 36. shown 80/10 62. varying 51/10

6. and 394/10 37. produced 79/8 63. a.c. 50/7

7. In 367/10 38. energy 79/6 64. see 49/9

8. current 284/10 plate 79/6 65. then 48/10

9. It 207/10 39. electric 78/10 66. amplifier 48/6

10. fig. 207/7 make 78/10 67. through 47/10

11. this 188/10 40. wire 77/8 68. negative 47/8

12. voltage 161/9 41. capacitor 77/6 69. switch 47/6

13. by 149/10 42. moving 75/8 70. experiment 46/7
14. as 145,--.) 43. not 70/10 71. emitter 46/6

15. circuit 140/10 will 70/10 72. collector 46/2

16. with 134/10 44. when 69/10 73. two 45/9

17. on 121/10 45. connected 68/10 74. between 45/8

18. used 119/10 46. frequency 68/7 do 45/8

19. from 117/10 47. change 65/10 75. beam 45/3

20. that 112/9 so 65/10 76. alternating 44/7

21. resistance 1 2/6 48. oscillator 64/7 77. given 43/10

22. charge 111/9 49. measure 63/8 they 43/10

23. has 109/10 50. supply 62/10 78. more 42/9

24. electron 108/7 value 62/10 79. high 42/8

25. can 104/10 51. across 62/7 80. force 41/5

26. for 98/10 52. one 60/10 81. e.m.f. 40/6

27. at 97/10 53. output 60/9 82. anode 40/4

28. col 97/6 54. we 60/8 83. small 39/10

29. magnetic 92/8 55. base 60/5 84. effect 39/9

30. if 90/10 58. direction 59/8 increased 39/9

31. fled 90/8 57. positive 58/8 line 39/9
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kw,
cathode

39/9
39/9

117. ammeter
118. also

26/5
25/10

144. because
how

R5. screen 38/4 119. graph 25/7 takes
86. same 38/10 may 25/7 145. must
87. only 37/10 would 25/7 146. transmitter
88. whm 37/9 120. control 25/6 147. all
89. called 36/10 121. passes 24/8 148. form
90. dkxle 35/6 result 24/8 example

length 35/6 zero 24/8 however
91. radio 35/3 122. needed 24/7 149. acts
92. now 34/8 should 24/7 case
93. heat 34/7 123. found 24/6 down
94. deflection 34/3 dosed 24/6 gain
95. difference 33/8 124. calculate 24/5 opposite
96. applied 33/7 set 24/5 150. peak
97. metal 125. source 23/8 151. velocity
98. induced 33/3 126. about 23/7 152. cause
99. balance 33/1 Junction 23/7 could

100. terminal 32/7 127. tube 23/5 153. common
101. filament 32/4 128. core 23/2 154. amplitude
102. large 31/9 129. battery 22/7 155. silicon
103. light 31/6 power 22/7 156. voltmeter
104. but 30/9 130. conductor 22/6 157. thus
105. p.d. 30/7 note 22/6 where

turn 30/7 since 22/6 158. transfer
iYPe 30/7 131. temperature 159. error

106. cell 30/5 22/5 mass
107. horizontal 29/6 132. stored 22/4 path
10P. other 28/9 133. vertical 22/3 160. modulated

point 28/9 134. C.R.O. 22/2 161. such
109. d.c 28/7 135. simple 21/8 162. around

thermic:Into 28/7 136. number 21/7 greater
110. cm. 28/3 there 21/7 possible
111. some 27/9 137. obtain 21/6 similar
112. very 27/8 138. ray 21/4 than
113. constant 27/7 signal 21/4 163. component

each 27/7 139. system 21/3 end
114. carrier 27/6 140. open 20/6 following
1 i 5. solenoid 27/1 141. reading 20/5 happens

spot 27/1 142. sphere 20/1 material
116. up 26/8 143. above 19/10 164. maxirnum

7

19/8
19/8
19/8
19/7
19/4
18/8
18/7
18/7
18/7
18/6
18/6
18/6
18/6
18/6
18/3
18/2
17/7
17/7
17/4
17/3
17/2
16/7
16/6
16/6
16/3
16/2
16/2
16/2
16/1
15/8
15/7
15/7
15/7
15/7
15/7
15/6
15/6
15/6
15/6
15/6
15/5
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steady 15/5
165. pole 15/4

rises 15/4
166. feedback 15/2
167. Insitated 14/8
1 first 14/7

reverse 14/7
second 14/7

169. device 14/5
fails 14/5

way
181. complete

consider
keep
means
reduced

182. easily
generator
mai

183. speed

12/7
12/6
12/6
12/6
12/6
12/6
12/5
12/5
12/5
12/4

Important 10/5
T.V. 10/5

198. decreases 10/4
rapidly 10/4
remove 10/4

199. copper 10/3
hence 10/3
lost 10/3
posftIon 10/3
valve 10/3

rectifier 14/5 electromagnetic 200. armature 10/2

work 14/5 12/4 compass 10/2

170. strength 14/4 184. earth 12/3 demonstration

171. block 14/2 near 12/3 10/2

grid 14/2 185. photo 12/2 201. gate 10/1

nmmtance 14/2 protective 12/2 2C2. together 9/7
recetver 14/2 186. radius 12/1 203. added 9/6
transformer 14/2 187. over 11/6 before 9/6
uniform 14/2 188. another 11/7 lust 9/6

172. both 13/9 189. even 11/6 occur 9/6
173. consists 13/8 Indicated 11/6 said 9/6
174. any 13/7 plece 11/6 204. alter 9/5

required 13/7 190. back 11/5 alvolys 9/5
175. continuously13/6 Wustrated 11/5 amp 9/5

less 13/6 lead 11/5 brightness 9/5
operate 13/6 plotting 11 /5 205. affect 9/4
pad 13/6 repeat 11/5 1 e 9/4
straight 13/6 191. alr 11/4 meter 9/4

176. ohm 13/5 drop 11/4 parallei 9/4
ratio 13/5 192. flux 11/3 push 9/4

177. wind 13/4 193. termed 11/2 represents 9/4
178. held 13/3 194. aerial 11/1 206. distance 9/3

Iron 13/3 relay 11/1 galvanometer

load 13/3 195. amount 10/7 9/3
semiconductor comppre 10/7 off 9/3

13/3 suitable 10/7 series 9/3
sound 13/3 usually 10/7 tends 9/3

179. spring 13/1 195. bulb 10/6 207. accumulator 9/2

180. depends 12/7 placed 10/6 contact 9/2
stW 12/7 197. allow 10/5 picture 9/2
though 12/7 attracted 10/5 test 9/2
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208. gun 9/1 explained 7/4
209. many 8/7 independent 7/4
210. much 8/6 Page 7/4

why 8/6 prevent 7/4
211. paper 8/5 rate 7/4

red 8/5 region 7/4
therefore 8/5 study 7/4

212. becomes 8/4 three 7/4
detect 8/4 unit 7/4
fed 8/4 218. accurate 7/3
law 8/4 coated 7/3
mid-point 8/4 cut 7/3
normal 8/4 drawn 7/3
provide 8/4 intensity 7/3
reach 8/4 often 7/3
round 8/4 put 7/3
side 8/4 surface 7/3

213. acceleration 8/3 219. angle 7/2
assuming 8/3 bias 7/2
construction enters 7/2

8/3 equation 7/2
d;vider 8/3 information 7/2
instruction 8/3 oxide 7/2
slow 8/3 shorting 7/2

214. chip 8/2 visible 7/2
electroscope 220. drain 7/1

8/2 escape 7/1
fluorescent 8/2 hywheel 7/1
radiation 8/2 221. condition 6/5
rheostat 8/2 either 6/5
space 8/2 essential 6/5

215. few 7/6 property 6/5
principle 7/6 Nied 6/5

216. best 7/5 222. again 6/4
enough 7/5 approximate 6/4
separate 7/5 atom 6/4
slightly 7/5 below 6/4

217. after 7/4 centre 6/4
build 7/4 come 6/4
drive 7/4 difficult 6/4
equal 7/4 during 6/4

S

goes 6/4
practical 6/4
quantity 6/4
replaced 6/4
single 6/4
write 6/4

223. apparatus 6/3
characteristic

COf tventional
6/3

6/3
every 6/3
factor 6/3
internal 6/3
investigate 6/3
leave 6/3
narrow 6/3
purpose 6/3
relation 6/3
symbol 6/3

224. contains 6/2
correction 6/2
coulomb 6/2
discharge 6/2
due 6/2
little 6/2
secondary 6/2
too 6/2

225. bath 6/1
blade 6/1
integrated 6/1
impedance 6/1
jockey 6/1
perpendicular

6/1
soft 6/1
ultra-violet 6/1

226. diagram 5/5
known 5/5
remains 5/5
under 5/5
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227. able 5/4 mdecule 5/3 width 5/2
against 5/4 pedomi 5/3 zinc 5/2
area 5/4 repulsion 5/3 230. audi0 5/1
MOSS 5/4 229. absdute 5/2 channel 5/1
e.g. 5/4 average 5/2 dielectric 5/1
here 5/4 black 5/2 distortion 5/1
observed 5/ I crYstai 5/2 earphone 5/1
proportional 5/4 detemirie 5/2 hydrogen 5/1
rotary 5/4 Nes 5/2 mode 5/1
theory 5/4 ion 5/2 neon 5/1
try 5/4 maintained 5/2 primary 5/1

228. defihed 5/3 metre 5/2 razor 5/1
doped 5/3 needle 5/2 CMS. 5/1
fixed 5/3 pin 5/2 send 5/9
function 5/3 Pivot 5/2 sinusoidal 5/1

get 5/3 reason 5/2 sPark 5/1
gradually 5/3 section 5/2 traced 5/1
half 5/3 slide 5/2 triode 5/1
instrument 5/3 summarised 5/1

APPENDIX D

ELECTRONICS ENGUSH GENERAL WORDS

This appendix dMdes the list presented in Appendix C into three
separate lists of general, semi-technical, and technical lemmas. Each
list is arranged In rank order of frequency and range. In the case of the
semi-technical list, al, lemmas representing graphic words which
occurred on the LOB Corpus semi-technical list are asterisked.

GENERAL WORDS

the In on for
is it used at

a this from if

of by that which
to as has or
and with Can you
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make light first after
moving but second Page
not other strength three
will some both cut
when very any often
so each keep Put
across uP means again
One may easily below
we would until come
time
see

passes
zero

speed
another

difficult
goes

then needed air write
through should important every
two found T.V. leave
between closed together correction
do about before little
given there always too
they open off soft
more above picture known
small because test able
line how many CrOSS
Same takes much here
only must why try
what all paper fixed
called down red get
length could round half
radio where slow black
now around few width
heat than best send
large happens enough

ELECTRONICS ENGUSH SEMI-TECHNICAL WORDS
(lemmas also on LOB semi-technical list asterisked)

fig.* supply* alternating difference*
shown* output* high metal
produced* direction* effect* balance
connected flow* increased* turn
change* varying* low type*measure* emittar deflection horizontal
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ccilzant* possible* termed* Instruction
carrier similar* amothit* space*
aPol component* compare* Primal**
also end* suitable* separate*
control* following* usually slightly*
result* material* placed* build
calculate maxitnum* allow* drive
set* steady attracted equal*
source* rises* decreases explained*
junction reverse rocker independent*
tube device remove prevent
COM falls* he Ice* rate*
note* receive+ lost region
since uniform* position* study*
temperature* consists of demonstration unit*
stored rcquired* added* accurate*
vertical continuously lust* coeed
simple* less occur* drawn*
number* operate saki intensity
obtain* part alter surface*
system* straight brightness angle
reading wind affect* enters
sphere held I.e.* information*
transmitter sound* parallel shorting
tom* aPring represents* visible
example depends onw distance* escape
however* still* tends* condition*
acts* though* contact either*
case* way* therefore* essential
gain coinplete becomes* property*
opposite con 3ithr* detect pulled
Peak reduced* fed approximate*
velocity* near* law* centre
cause* protective* mkt-point* during*
common* over normal* practIcJt
thus* even* provide* quantity
transfer* indicated* reach* replaced
error piece side single
path illustrated acceleration apparatus*
such repeat assuming* conventional
greater* drop construction internal*
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Investigate* diagram thsory* determine*
narrow remains* defined* flies

PIK Pose under function* maintained
relation* against* gradually reason*
symbol area* Instrument section*
contains* e.g.* perform* slide
due to* observed* repulsion summarised
secondary* proportional* absolute distortion
perpendicular rotary average* primary*

ELECTRONICS ENGUSH TECHNICAL WORDS

current collector amplitude plotting
voltage beam silicon flux
circuit force voltmeter aerial
resistance e.m.f, mass relay
charge anode modulated bulb
electron cathode pole copper
coil screen feedback valve
magnetic diode insulated armature
field applied rectifier compass
potential induced work gate
energy terminal block amp
plate filament grid meter
electric reactance push
wire cell transformer galvanometer
capacitor point ohm series
frequency d C. ratio accumulator
oscillator thermionic iron gun
value cm. load dMder
oase solenoid semiconductor chip
positive ammeter generator electrosnope
transistor graph electromag- fluorescent
wave battery netic radiation
a.c. power earth rheostat
amplifier conductor photo bias
negative C.R.0. radius equation
switch ray baz:k oxide
experiment signal lead drain
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flywheel impedance pin neon
atom jockey Pivot razor
et saracteristic ultm-videt zinc In.s
factor doped audio sinusoidal
coulomb molecule channel spark
discharge crYstal dielectric traced out
bath Ion earphone triode
blade metre hYdrofien
integrated needle made

APPENDIX E

THE ELECTRONICS ENGLISH CORPUS

1, Barl(er, B. G., 1981: Foundadon Electronics (London: Nelson),
pp.89-91., 2000 words.

2. Bishop, 0. N., 1981: Physics: A Practical Approach (London:
Macmillan), pp.324-7, 2025 words.

3. Sladdin, M., 1983: Elementary Electronics (London: Hodder &
Stoughton), pp.72-6, 2032 words.

4. Nelkon, M., & J. M. Ogborn, 1978: Advai told Level Practical
Physics (London: Heinemann), pp.146-53, 2098 words.

5. Ne. .an, M.. & P. Parker, 1982: Advanced Level Physics (London:
Heinemann), pp.801-10, 2000 words.

6. Davies, D., & D. McCullough, 1981: Physics for First Examinations
(Edinburgh: Holmes McDougall), pp.200-5, 2000 woros.

7. Jardine, J., 1972: Physics Is Fun (London: Heinemann), pp 78-83,
2000 words.

8 Webster, M., 1983- Essentials of Higher Physics (London: Heine-
mann), pp.87-94, 2000 words.

9. Pople, S., 1982: Explaining Physics (Oxford: Oxford University
Press), pp.312-6, 2009 words.

10. Jardine, J., 1983: Higher Physics (London: Heinemann), pp. 146-
50, 1853 words.
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